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Orders and reservations accepted 24 hours a day, seven days a week by phone, email, and mail. Please
supply catalog number, book number and short title. Orders confirmed within 24 hours.
All books are the first printings of the first edition, in their original bindings, in very good to fine condition,
(no underlinings, library marks, worn bindings, etc) and OP in the edition offered unless specifically noted
otherwise. I usually only have one copy each so order quickly to avoid disappointment. Please visit my new
page devoted to this catalog with over 100 photos and scans.

PRICES: I have carefully, painstakingly checked every book here against the Almighty Internet and priced
them as low as possible, almost always cheaper than anything comparable. The internet is full of erroneous
listings, spurious “dealers,” “bookjackers,” blurry reprints and ridiculously high prices on many of the
books offered here. I use ViaLibri.net, the largest and most complete search engine and unlike others
ViaLibri is not owned by Amazon (though it does search Amazon, which now controls 75% of all books
sold in the US). I’ve listed none of these books on the net but will soon.
PAYMENT: I prefer to be paid by check, payable to Todd Pratum, however if you would rather use PayPal
then please do so. Past customers will receive their books with an invoice, payment on receipt. At this point
I am not accepting credit cards.
LIBRARIES: Institutional libraries billed according to your budgetary needs, books sent on approval. Please
let me know what your collecting fields are, and do forward my catalog to colleagues if so inspired.
POSTAGE and insurance is FREE on all domestic orders, foreign orders at cost. California addresses
charged 9.5% sales tax.
FOREIGN CUSTOMERS: We have regular customers all over the world. We pack your books very
carefully and offer the lowest postage rates possible. Books will be sent by cheapest airmail, (surface mail
no longer available) and insured at cost. If you need a postage quote let me know. Payment by bank wire,
US dollar check or PayPal.
RETURNS: As always any purchase is returnable for any or no reason, (though a brief explanation helps),
please pack well and mail back promptly. If prepaid you will be refunded by check, or PayPal if that was
your payment method.
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1. Achad, Frater, [pseudonym]. - CRYSTAL VISION THROUGH CRYSTAL GAZING. Or the Crystal as
a Stepping-stone to Clear Vision. A Practical Treatise on the Real Value of Crystal Gazing. Chicago: Yogi
Publications 1923 [nd but recent printing], small 8vo, publ’s gilt red fabrikoid, 116pp, vf. Frater Achad, i.e.
Charles Stansfeld-Jones (1886–1950) was Crowley’s “magical son” who later adopted another kind of
magic by converting to Catholicism. For an interesting illumination of his strange life see R. A. Gilbert,
Baphomet & Son: A Little Known Chapter in the Life of the Beast 666. $52.00
Joscelyn Godwin’s Copy
2. Achad, Frater, [pseudonym]. - THE CHALICE OF ECSTASY. Being a Magical and Qabalistic
Interpretation of the Drama of Parzival. Chicago: Yogi Publications 1923 [nd but recent printing], publ’s red
gilt lettered fabrikoid, 82pp, frontis, bookplate of Joscelyn Godwin, and Yes! Bookstore sticker on front fly
with “Parzival” neatly written in ink on the otherwise blank spine, vg-f copy. After publishing occult and
mystical books for at least 75 years, it would appear that the Yogi Publication Society is now defunct, what
a pity. Founded in the 1920’s, perhaps by William Walter Atkinson (“Yogi Ramacharka”), it existed until at
least 2000. For such a long publishing history there are surprisingly few details about it. When I first started
collecting books I thought their thick plasticized bindings were garish, but over time I realized what a
wonderful operation they had, providing high-quality reprints at very fair prices, and the red gilt bindings
grew on me. $155.00

3. Agrippa, Cornelius, [pseud]. - OF OCCULT PHILOSOPHY BOOK FOUR. MAGICAL
CEREMONIES. Edited and Translated by Robert Turner. Gillette: Heptangle 1985, small octavo, cloth &
dj, hand printed by letterpress, title page rubricated, 93pp, sewn signatures, very fine copy, sold with a mint
extra dust jacket, and laid in are two other Heptangle jackets. Long attributed to Agrippa, the authorship
remains unknown to this day. This text not included in the Tyson edition of Agrippa. $115.00
4. AMBIX: The Journal of the Society for the History of Alchemy and Early Chemistry. London: Ambix
& Black Bear Press, 127 issues in stiff-sewn card covers, about 90pp each, plus plates, volumes 1- 48, 19372001, lacking 29 issues, fine to mint condition, unused. In early 1999 Ambix stopped reprinting the back
numbers and they are all now out of print thanks to a publishing merger, though PDF’s are available by
subscription. Nearly all issues here are the original printings, with sewn signatures and plates on coated
paper, only 18 issues in facsimile reprint. There are about 600 in-depth often exhaustive articles, about half
of which are devoted exclusively to alchemy. Some are almost book length, including landmark papers and
translations such as C. H. Josten’s A Translation of John Dee’s Monas Hieroglyphica (with introduction and
notes, the definitive translation). Additionally there are over 800 book reviews (indexed by author, subject
and reviewer) that comprise an extremely important record of 20th century Hermetic scholarship. Ambix
continues to be the leading scholarly research periodical for the study of alchemy. The excellent index
volumes here make this very useful indeed. There are no comparable sets for sale online. Postage extra.
$3200.00
5. AMORC) THE BOOK OF JASHER. One of the Sacred Books of the Bible. San Jose: Rosicrucian
Order 1975 (1934) 16th edition [i.e. printing], tall 8vo, publ’s tan fabrikoid, 63+9+[5]pp, fine copy, very
scarce. A reprint of the Bristol 1829 edition, of dubious veracity. $124.00
6. Anonymous]. CHEMICAL WEDDING OF CHRISTIAN ROSENKREUTZ. Translated by Joscelyn
Godwin. Introduction and Commentary by Adam McLean. Phanes Press 1991 1st edition of this translation,

red gilt cloth, 172pp, sewn signatures, bibliography, fine copy with appendix titled: The Parabola of
Hinricus Madathanus Theosophus. The foundational text for an understanding of Rosicrucianism, the so
called “third Rosicrucian Manifesto,” probably written by Valentine Andreae. This is an entirely new
translation than what appeared in the limited MOHS edition of 1984 but o/w follows that publication. This
cloth edition is very scarce. I also have a mint paperback for $14.00. $55.00
7. Assmann, Jan. - EGYPTIAN SOLAR RELIGION IN THE NEW KINGDOM. Re, Amun and the Crisis
of Polytheism. Translated from the German by Anthony Alcock. London: Kegan Paul International 1995,
large octavo, cloth with dj, 233pp, notes, bibliography, index, and sources in quotation, mint copy.
Landmark study based on twenty years of research. Assmann is Martin Buber Professor of Comparative
Religion at the Hebrew University in Jerusalem. OP and impossible to find on the net, at the original
published price. $98.00
8. Bacon, Francis. - THE WORKS OF FRANCIS BACON. The Philosophical Writings. Edited by
Spedding, Ellis & Heath. Boston: Houghton Mifflin nd, c.1922, short thick 8vo, publ’s red gilt ribbed cloth,
beveled edges, three volumes bound as one, 193+413+438pp, three plates, fully indexed, hinges cracked,
rear hinge strained with webbing showing, cloth a little marked else vg copy of the “popular edition”
originally issued in three volumes in 1852. From the standpoint of Hermetic philosophy Francis Bacon has
been poorly edited. For example the Basil Montagu edition, by far the most common and the one you have
probably read, left out huge portions. Only this edition, edited by Ellis and Spedding can be counted on for a
complete text, including much that will interest Baconians, even though Spedding was not a Baconian (in
spite of Delia Bacon’s attempts to convert him. Each volume is prefaced by Ellis and there are many long
footnotes. Spedding editions are moderately scarce now. $55.00
9. Bacon) Esquire, R. H. [pseudonym] – NEW ATLANTIS, BEGUN BY THE LORD
VERULAM...CONTINUED BY R. H. ESQUIRE. Foreword by Manly P. Hall. LA: Philosophical Research
Society 1985 first & only edition, glossy turquoise boards & dj, XV+129pp, book fine jacket a bit rubbed
(ink coming off in places), 1000 copies printed, not typeset and rather primitive in design and execution.
One of Manly Hall’s more eccentric publications, unless like me you are fascinated by the strange mysteries
of Bacon’s life and writings. Esquire’s edition was first published in 1660 and a very rare book today, this
“continuation” of Bacon’s New Atlantis is crammed with occult symbolism (as outlined in Hall’s foreword),
especially that which is hidden in the heraldic and emblem books that Esquire discusses, other material on
cryptography. The identity of R. H. Esquire has never been ascertained, an unusual fact in itself considering
how well literate Elizabethans documented their lives. $50.00
10. Bailey, Alice. A - THE CONSCIOUSNESS OF THE ATOM. NY: Lucis Publishing Company 1972
(1922), publishers thick blue fabrikoid, 163pp, gilt lettering faded, otherwise very fine. Like almost all of
Bailey’s later printings this is an unchanged reprint of the first edition. They are always bound in uniform
blue fabrikoid with sewn signatures and printed on thin paper. Most of her books are still available in
hardcover reprints from Lucis Trust, averaging $35.00 to $55.00. $26.00
11. Bailey, Alice. A - THE REAPPEARANCE OF THE CHRIST. NY: Lucis Publishing Company 1978
(1948), publishers thick blue fabrikoid, gilt lettered, 208pp, vf condition. The first edition lacked the 19
page index contained here, otherwise unchanged. $28.00
12. Bailey, Alice. A - THE UNFINISHED AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF ALICE A BAILEY. NY: Lucis
Publishing Company 1970 (1951), publ’s blue fabrikoid, 304pp, portrait frontispiece, fine copy. The first
edition sports a rather handsome photogravure of the author, here in a washed-out offset reproduction,
otherwise identical to the first edition. No question that this is the most revealing book she ever wrote,
though still couched in such cosmological ossifications that it is difficult to ferret out what exactly were the
real forces in her life. Her story is so complicated, but much as I dislike referring to Wikipedia it does have
a rather good summary. $28.00

13. Bailey, Alice. A. - DISCIPLESHIP IN THE NEW AGE. NY: Lucis Trust, 1971 (1944) and 1968
(1955), two volumes, heavy 8vo, publ’s gilt blue fabrikoid, 847+818pp, gilt lettering faded else fine.
Volume one, first published in 1944, was complete in itself but in 1955 this second volume was issued.
According to John R. Sinclair (The Alice Bailey Inheritance, 1984) this is one of Bailey’s most “crucial”
works. $90.00
14. Barchusen, Jean-Conrad, Paul Servant and Marc Haven, editors. - TRESOR HERMETIQUE: LE
LIVRE D'IMAGES SANS PAROLES (MUTUS LIBER)… ET TRAITE SYMBOLIQUE PIERRE
PHILOSOPHALE. Lyon: Deran [1947 reprint of the 1914 edition], thin quarto, sewn wraps, unpaginated
but about 80pp, edges of wraps slightly chipped, spine a bit chipped, very good copy of a fragile book, with
presentation inscription to Leonard F. Pembroke from J. W. Hamilton Jones. A complete reprint of these
two iconographic “mute books” with all their plates, only a few paragraphs of text by the editors. HamiltonJones (1887 – 1965) authored, translated and edited numerous fundamental works on alchemy though he is
little known today. $120.00

15. Bardon, Franz. - THE PRACTICE OF MAGICAL EVOCATION: Instructions for Invoking Spirit
Beings from the Spheres Surrounding Us. Wuppertal: Ruggeberg 1991 (1967), purple boards & dust jacket,
492pp, portrait frontis and numerous illustrations (some in color) showing beings, intelligences and genii of
various spheres and zones, fine copy in lightly rubbed jacket. Bardon was an authentic 20th century
magician who developed a vast and intelligent synthesis of ancient paths. This is his most ambitious book.
Its main focus is the 360 spirits of the zodiac and their sigils, all illustrated. His debt to Medieval Grimoires
is obvious. $42.00

The First Abstract Paintings?
16. Besant, Annie and C. W. Leadbeater. - THOUGHT-FORMS. Adyar: TPH 1941 4th printing (1st 1901)
tall octavo, publ’s fine green cloth, 110pp, color frontispiece, 58 illustrations on glossy stock, all but five in
color, gilt lettering on front cover dull else a fine copy of very well made volume. For some reason the
publishers chose to reset the text which technically makes this a new edition, however the text and plates are
identical to the first. It is generally assumed that Wassily Wassilyevich Kandinsky painted the first purely
abstract painting in 1910, what is less well-known is that Kandinsky was a Theosophist, that he owned a
copy of this book and had read Steiner’s descriptions of it. Even less known is that some art historians have
labeled the paintings in Thought Forms as the first true abstract paintings. Maurice Tuchman’s pioneering
exhibition in Los Angeles ‘The Spiritual in Abstract Painting 1890 to 1985’, (Los Angeles County Museum
of Modern Art), devoted a considerable amount of space to Theosophical ideas and books, and for his
lavishly illustrated catalog of that show (The Spiritual in Abstract Painting, LACMA 1986) he chose a plate
from Thought Forms as the frontispiece. It would be interesting to know where these paintings reside today.
$48.00
17. Blavatsky) Kingsland, William. – THE REAL H. P. BLAVATSKY. A Study in Theosophy and a
Memoir of a Great Soul. London: Watkins 1928, publ’s blue cloth, 322pp, frontis and two plates, spine
cocked, mildly annoying modern sticker on front fly else vg. “A philosophical biography,” (Gomes,
Theosophy in the 19th century, an Annotated Bibliography, No.958). Contains a full reprint of Was She a
Charlatan?, first published in 1904. $65.00
18. Boehme, Jacob. - THE KEY OF JACOB BOEHME. [i.e. ‘The Clavis’]. With ‘An Illustration of the
Deep Principles of Jacob Boehme’ by D. A. Freher. Translated by William Law. With an Introductory Essay
by Adam McLean. Grand Rapids: Phanes 1991 (newly typeset edition of the MOHS edition), gilt cloth, thin
8vo, sewn signatures, 81pp, frontis portrait and 13 Freher plates which are immaculately reproduced, very
fine condition. Though the paperback edition is easily obtainable this lovely cloth edition is now scarce.
$85.00
19. Boehme) Waterfield, Robin, editor. – JACOB BOEHME. Essential Readings. Wellingborough: Crucible
1989, glued paperback, 239pp, vg-f condition. $22.00
20. Breasted, James H. - THE DAWN OF CONSCIENCE. NY: Scribner’s 1935 1st ed, cloth in jacket,
431pp, 19 plates and text figures, a few contemporary marginal notes and underlinings in pencil else book
fine, jacket age-darkened, esp spine which is a little grubby, with two tiny chips, price unclipped. Mainly a
study of Egyptian religion, especially the Pyramid Texts, with two chapters on magic. Though the copyright
reads 1933, this is the first edition with the Scribner monogram on the colophon, later reprinted a few times.
Though somewhat dated Breasted’s scholarship in general has stood the test of time, and this work, among
his many other important works, has turned out to be one of the most enduring. Breasted (1865-1935) was
“a colossal figure” (Dict of American Biography), and this book, his last major publication, had a powerful
influence on Sigmund Freud, who drew extensively from it for his Moses and Monotheism. Reprints can be
found, first editions are very scarce, no copies online. $120.00
21. Brooke-Little, J. P. – AN HERALDIC ALPHABET. London: Robson Books 1996, paperback reprint of
the revised edition of 1975, (1st was 1973), 234pp, illustrated with over 300 emblems and shields each
explained in great detail, mint copy. The author was Clarenceux King of Arms, and one of three chief
heralds of England and Wales, still the definitive text. $16.00
22. Burgoyne, Thomas H. - THE LIGHT OF EGYPT, OR THE SCIENCE OF THE SOUL AND THE
STARS. Portland: Green Dolphin Bookshop 1969 (1889), two volumes, gilt brown cloth, 289+174pp, a few
plates, sold with: A TREASURE CHEST OF WISDOM, JEWELS OF THOUGHT. Verses by Dr. & Mrs
Henry Wagner, ‘A Companion Book to the Light of Egypt’. Denver: Wagner 1967, brown cloth, 251pp,
sold with: A TREASURE CHEST OF WISDOM, JEWELS OF THOUGHT. A Supplement to the Tablets

of Aeth in the Light of Egypt, Volume II. Wagner 1967, stapled wraps, 63pp, all in very good-fine
condition. Three titles in four volumes. Scarce, no copies online of the third and fourth volumes. $275.00
23. Butler, H. E. - THE GOAL OF LIFE OR SCIENCE AND REVELATION. Applegate: Esoteric
Publishing Company 1908, 1st ed, publ’s dark blue cloth, Hebrew letters gilt to front cover, XI+363+[2]pp
(ads), two pages of plates on glossy stock, silk page marker, hinges strained, a fine copy, according to the
colophon this book was printed by Butler on his press in Applegate California at his utopian community.
$90.00
24. Butler) REVISED ESOTERIC. A Magazine of Advanced and Practical Esoteric Thought, Volume One
and Two. Applegate: Esoteric Publishing Company 1895, publishers green cloth gilt lettered and decorated,
212+195pp, hinges cracked and strained, front fly loose, spine ends a bit frayed, old rubberstamp of the
‘Occult Book Company, 1710 Divisadero Street San Francisco’ on rear fly, good condition only. There were
at least two further volumes published. Most of the articles are unsigned or by Butler, there are many
(perhaps 100) letters from contributors. I think what sets Butler apart from the period is that he eschews
Spiritualism and psychical phenomena and instead focuses on the esoteric, along with his pleas for a
communitarian fraternity, another California original. Hiram Butler was an occultist, nominally a Christian,
based in Applegate California, and a significant figure in the late 19th and early 20th century California
renaissance of esoteric spirituality and a progenitor of the New Age. Most of the articles here are signed
with pseudonyms though it can be assumed most are by Butler. He had a community of seekers and wrote
on Kabbalah, astrology, color healing, correspondences, the trinity, brotherly love, and more commonly on
subjects like ‘truth’ ‘wisdom’ ‘spirit’ etc. Even though Butler wrote many books and was an influential
figure, he seems to have escaped the notice of most modern chroniclers, even Gordon Melton is unaware of
him in his Encyclopedia of Occultism or his New Age Almanac, and even Ellwood in his Religious &
Spiritual Groups in Modern America leaves Butler out. His books were distributed in England by Fowler &
Co, and translated into German. Butler’s most famous book, in print for decades, is Solar Biology.
Applegate still exists as an abandoned estate, and there is a plaque commemorating his achievements there.
As a child my parents took weekend trips there where I would hunt snakes and lizards among the ruins.
How could I have known that today I would be reading his books and researching his life! Marc Demarest
wrote the definitive account of Butler’s life. $265.00
25. Cagliostro) Haven, Marc. - LE MAITRE INCONNU CAGLIOSTRO. Etude Historique et Critique sur
la Haute Magie. Ouvrage Orne de Dix-Huit Gravures, Portraits, Vues or Facsimile de Documents. Paris:
Editions Pythagore, 1932, nouvelle edition revue, corrigee et augmentee. VII+330+ [2]pp, 19 text
illustrations and B&W plates on coated stock, epilogue, appendices, bibliography. Includes the portrait
which appears opposite the introduction, bound in polished calf & marbled boards, original front wrapper
bound in, gilt lettered spine with raised bands, marbled end papers matching the marbled sides, sewn
signatures, nice clean copy, pages bright and printed on good stock. Unlike most biographers of Cagliostro,
Haven took pains to document all his assertions with extremely informative footnotes and a full annotated
bibliography of 215 texts. Not a particularly scarce book but impossible to find in the US. $175.00
26. Cardano) Siraisi, Nancy. - THE CLOCK AND THE MIRROR. Girolamo Cardano and Renaissance
Medicine. Princeton UP 1997, cloth & dj, 361pp, fine cloth binding, sewn signatures, alkaline paper, mint
copy. Like Kircher, Cardano (1501-1576) was a scientific polymath who also studied the occult and
Hermetic thinkers, wrote on medicine, and like Kircher was largely ignored for the last 200 years because
he wrote books on dreams, divination, metoposcopia, astrology, alchemy and had eclectic notions about
health and longevity and the cosmos. The title of the book refers to one of Cardano’s sayings to his students,
that “the studious man should always have at hand a clock, and a mirror.” a clock to measure the passage of
time and a mirror to observe the changing minutia of his body. Siraisi’s book focuses on Cardano’s medical
writings, and in so doing she gives us a good look at one of Cardano’s most important and unusual facets-his writings on dreams and oneriology. Cardano kept a detailed dream diary. He believed in a sort of astral
projection, and considered himself to be unusually gifted with prophetic dreams. $125.00

27. Carter, Charles E. O. - SOME PRINCIPLES OF HOROSCOPIC DELINEATION. Together with
Chapters on Infant Mortality and Longevity, Suicide and Insanity, and Violent Crime. London: Foulsham
c.1934, small 8vo, publ’s cloth, 136pp, foredge a bit foxed else fine. $50.00

28. Case, Paul Foster]. Large collection of BOTA lessons, published in Los Angeles, by the Builders of the
Adytum, circa 1960’s. 160 stapled lessons total, about 6-18pp each with occasional illustrations, fine
condition throughout. Tarot Fundamentals, Lesson Nos. 1-29, 31, 44-47; Tarot Interpretation, Lesson Nos.
1-6, 9-32; 32 Paths of Wisdom, Lesson Nos. 1-4; Developing Supersensory Powers Through Tarot, Lesson
Nos. 1-36; Seven Steps in Practical Occultism, Lesson Nos. 1-7; Tree of Life, Lesson Nos. 19-26; Master
Plan, Lesson Nos. 5-12; The Great Work, Spiritual Alchemy, Lessons 38-40; approximately 6pp each. Also
sold with Associate Builders Initiation packet; Coloring Instructions, Minor Tarot Keys; Tarot Workbook;
one greeting card, B&W poster illustrated with tarot card images; three Builders of the Adytum catalogs; A
Bibliography Compiled from the Writings of Dr. Paul Foster Case; The Portico, Volume 2, Number 2
through Volume 6, Number 1; The Lantern, Vol. 2, No. 2 & Vol. 3, No. 4, vg-f condition throughout. A few
generic letters from BOTA are also present. This collection comprises about six years worth of monthly
lessons, (then approximately $6.00 per lesson). For some, these brief booklets are just the way to gradually
enter the world of practical Hermeticism. $450.00
29. Christian Knorr von Rosenroth, Freiherr). THE KABBALISTIC DIAGRAMS OF ROSENROTH.
Translated by Christopher Atton and Stephen Dziklewicz, Edited by Adam McLean. London: Hermetic
Research Trust 1987, brown vinyl imitation leather, 124pp, 16 plates plus numerous text figures, MOHS
No.23, one of 250 copies printed, signed & numbered, vf condition, scarce. $188.00
30. Christian, Paul, [pseudonym of Jean-Baptiste Pitois]. - THE HISTORY AND PRACTICE OF MAGIC.
Newly Translated from the French with Additional Material by Modern Authorities. Edited and Revised by
Ross Nichols. Translated by James Kirkup and Julian Shaw. Supplementary articles by Mir Bashir, Margery
Lawrence, and Julian Shaw. Emendations and Notes by Charles R. Cammell, Lewis Spence, Gerald Yorke,
and Edward Whybrow. London: Forge Press 1952, two volumes, large 8vo, thick gilt lettered green cloth

with beveled edges, tops gilt, 621pp, titles printed in green and ochre, text printed in ochre colored ink on
thick paper with green chapter headings, decorative end papers, silk page markers, 37 text figures diagrams
and tables in the text, spines a little bubbled (binder defect), a few spots on one title, lacking slipcase
otherwise a fine copy of this deluxe edition later reprinted in one volume by Citadel. Jean-Baptiste Pitois
(1811-1877) was an anticlerical historian and author of a number of books including an important work on
the tarot (L’homme Rouge des Tuileries 1863, which apparently influenced Papus) but he is now known
mainly for this work first published as Historie de la Magie (1870), which took twelve years to write
according to Melton. Coumont gives his name as Christian Pitois, (Demonolgy & Witchcraft p.45.4).
$155.00
31. Chumbley, Andrew D. – OPUSCULA MAGICA. Volume 1, Essays: Witchcraft and the Sabbatic
Tradition. Richmond Vista: Three Hands Press 2010, half calf with printed cloth sides, 149pp, illustrated,
one of 242 numbered copies, lacks slipcase, fine condition. $200.00
Unpublished Monograph
32. Clancy, P. J., [pseud]. - A TAROT ANTHOLOGY AND ROADMAP WITH SPECIFIC GUIDANCE
FROM OVER 150 AWARE TRAVELERS WHO FOLLOW THE FOOLS WAY. Title on cover: The
Fool’s Way. [San Francisco: author, c.1985], quarto, spiral binding, 74pp, photocopy typescript, fine
condition, less than 10 copies were printed. An unpublished monograph collecting excerpts and
commentaries by 150+ authors, with bibliography and preface, entirely on the meaning of the fool card, and
as far as I know the only such monograph ever published. Clancy believed this card to be the ‘ne plus ultra’
of tarot symbolism that held other keys to occult wisdom in Freemasonry, alchemy, etc. $100.00

33. Clymer, R. Swinburne]. - THE FRATERNITATIS ROSAE CRUCIS: An Attempt to Harmonize the
Spirit of the Writings of Those Who Are Known to Have Been Rosicrucians and a Comparison of the
Statements of Those Recognized as Authorities. Annotations by R. Swinburne Clymer. Preface by Dr. Allan
F. Odell and introduction to the chapter on Michael Maier by Oliver D. Everhard. Quakertown: Beverly
Hall 1929 1st ed, publ’s brown polished cloth, gilt emblem to front cover, XXIV+221pp including index to
contents, one color plate, several B&W drawings and other text illustrations plus addenda, very fine cond.
$38.00
34. Collin, Rodney. - THE THEORY OF CELESTIAL INFLUENCE. Man, the Universe, and Cosmic
Mystery. London: Vincent Stuart 1958 (1954), tall 8vo, publ’s orange cloth, 392pp, eight plates on coated
stock, 16 line drawings in the text, several charts and tables, 14 appendices, including bibliography, and two
indexes, cloth a little soiled and lightly cleaned, six pages neatly underlined in black felt pen, good copy.
$24.00
35. Collins, Jess. - JESS. A Grand Collage 1951-1993. Organized by Michael Auping, Buffalo: AlbrightKnox Art Gallery and the Buffalo Fine Arts Academy, 1993 1st ed, oblong quarto, cloth & dj, profusely
illustrated in color, printed on glossy stock, front flyleaf slightly creased, one tiny dent in jacket else fine.
Essays by Michael Auping and others. Jess Collins (known simply as ‘Jess’ now, 1923-2004) was a
professional artist, early graduate of the SF Art Institute, and longtime lover of poet Robert Duncan. In the
late 1980’s they lived a few blocks away from Maelstrom Books where I worked in the Mission district of
San Francisco. There I got to know them a little bit when they would come in the shop and hang out
discoursing on alchemy and children’s books while keeping me informed of the underground art scene then.
It’s obvious from looking at this book that Hermeticism was a big influence, and the dust jacket reproduces
one of his paintings that follows a plate from Fludd’s Utriusque Cosmi. There was a glued paperback
published, both editions are scarce. $140.00
36. Colman, Samuel. - NATURE’S HARMONIC UNITY. A TREATISE ON ITS RELATION TO
PROPORTIONAL FORM. Edited by C. Arthur Coan. NY: Blom 1971 (1912) quarto, plain card covers,
signatures sewn, 327pp, profusely illustrated, trivial dent to the front cover, a very good copy with the
ownership signature of Joscelyn Godwin. The author, who not so carefully disguises his Masonic sources,
would also appear to be a follower of Jay Hambidge (who as far as I know was not a Mason) and the
Hellenic Society of London. It is my memory that in the original edition some plates are folding so those
here must have been reduced to one page as all plates are present as called for. This famous book has been
reprinted by number of hack reprint companies, this is a quality sewn reprint that lays flat on your desk with
clear reproductions of the illustrations. $48.00

37. Conway, Anne. - CONWAY LETTERS. The Correspondence of Anne, Viscountess Conway, Henry
More, and their Friends 1642-1684. Edited by Majorie Hope Nicolson. New Haven: Yale, and London:
OUP 1930, large 8vo, publ’s red cloth and gilt spine, 517pp, frontis and 17 plates, spine a bit faded and
rubbed, margins beginning to brown else a vg-f copy, autograph presentation inscription from the author,
“For Mary Lou, who is high honors in every way, Majorie Hope Nicholson.” A glittering goldmine of
fascinating material on Conway’s occult circle. A large and haunting section details her relationship with the
enigmatic Valentine Greatrakes, “The Stroker” an Irish healer who treated Conway for migraines and who is
perhaps the first recorded example of healing using “magnetic passes” (and importantly not the “laying on
of hands”); other chapters on Francis Mercury van Helmont, Joseph Glanvill, Ralph Cudworth, Robert
Boyle. A large number of Quaker personalities are also discussed. In 1992 OUP issued an expanded edition
with about 60pp of extra material which is still in print at $200.00. $100.00
38. Cooper-Oakley, Isabel. – MYSTICAL TRADITIONS. I. Forms and Presentations. II. Secret Writings.
Milan: Ars Regia 1909, sewn wraps, 310pp plus 2pp of ads at back, portrait frontispiece of HPB. A poor
copy, spine and back wrapper covered with thick black electrical tape, frontis loose, pages browning,
sewing still firm. With large and interesting bibliography, introduction by Annie Besant. The first volume of
the Publications of the International Committee for Research into Mystical Traditions, established by Annie
Besant. Scarce. $18.00

39. Cramer, Daniel. - THE ROSICRUCIAN EMBLEMS OF DANIEL CRAMER. The True Society of
Jesus and the Rosy Cross. Translated by Fiona Tait. Edited by A. McLean. Grand Rapids: Phanes 1991, fine
red cloth, 76pp, plates, vf. Essentially unchanged from the limited edition printed by McLean. $145.00
40. D.O.M.A. CODEX ROSÆ CRUCIS. A Rare & Curious Manuscript of Rosicrucian Interest, Now
Published for the First Time in Its Original Form. Introduction and Commentary by Manly P. Hall. LA:
Philosophical Research Society 1971 2nd ed, (1st ed 1938), folio, publ’s thick rose-colored gilt cloth, 114pp,
title page rubricated, two color plates on glossy stock and 26 B&W plates, all from early books and
manuscripts of the order, binding slightly marked but fine condition, nice book arts compared to the later
reprints. Clay Holden’s copy (John Dee Publication Project) with his sigil on the flyleaf and two original
printings of Pagesgem and Bacap Laflos laid in. The illustrations include: The Dragon of Chaos, the folding
and extending Magical Calendar of Tycho Brahe (detached and laid in); and a B&W plate of the great cross
of the Rosicrucian adepts, neither of which appear in the earlier D.O.M.A. versions; and many pages with
both English (black) and Latin (red) text translated from the original manuscripts; along with other text
illustrations. There have been two different “editions” of Hall’s book, yet all are textually the same. Hall
states in his preface here that “ Since the first edition of this book, nothing has come to light which would
require a revision of the text. As far as we can learn, no other work has been published which sheds
additional light on the DOMA manuscript or the related reference works which we have mentioned.”
However the presentation of the illustrations has varied a bit in some printings, and even though I've
handled all of them it's difficult to keep straight the differences. Some printings only have B&W plates, the
first edition is the best as it is larger in size and of superior binding, but that is quite rare. Besides Hall’s
annotated facsimile of the original edition, he provides an extraordinarily detailed iconographic examination
of every symbol, plus an expose of “The Hartmann Hoax.” $185.00
41. D.O.M.A. CODEX ROSÆ CRUCIS. A Rare & Curious Manuscript of Rosicrucian Interest, Now
Published for the First Time in Its Original Form. Introduction and Commentary by Manly P. Hall. LA:
Philosophical Research Society 1974 reprint of the 2nd ed of 1971, (1st ed 1938), tall quarto, publ’s red gilt
fabrikoid, 114pp, title page rubricated, two color plates on glossy stock and 26 B&W plates, fine copy. And
exact reprint, though smaller in size and in different binding from the 1971 printing. $140.00

42. D’Arch Smith, Timothy. – A*L*E*M*B*I*C. A Novel. Normal: Dalkey Archive Press 1992 1st ed,
cloth & dj, 226pp, fine condition, remarkable dust jacket art. The Book Collector recently published an
interview with the author who is a legendary antiquarian bibliopole and book collector. $8.00
43. De Montfaucon de Villars, N. – COMTE DE GABALIS. Discourses on the Secret Sciences and
Mysteries, in Accordance with the Principles of the Ancient Magi and the Wisdom of the Kabalistic
Philosophers. London: Rider 1922 [1913], publ’s green gilt cloth, XXIV+352pp, six sepia plates including
frontis, illustrated ep’s, top of spine torn else vg. For some reason the entire text was retypeset, but is
otherwise identical to the 1913 edition, including the design of the binding, though of lesser quality. $120.00
44. De Montfaucon de Villars, N. – COMTE DE GABALIS. Rendered out of the French Into English with a
Commentary. [NY] “Published by The Brothers” (copyright Harry B. Haines), 1914, [identical to the 1913
London edition] publ’s dark green cloth with gilt front cover, XXVI+352pp, six sepia plates including
frontis, illustrated ep’s, one signature detached, a few minor dents to edge of binding else a very good copy,
printed on heavy paper. This work of allegorical fiction, first published in 1670, had considerable influence
on Eliphas Levi, HPB, Bulwer-Lytton and Manly P. Hall. There is a remarkable paper, Sylphs and Other
Elemental Beings in French Literature Since Le Comte de Gabalis, by Edward Seeber (with very detailed
bibliography) in Publications of the Modern Language Association, March 1944, which neatly documents
the influence this book has had over the centuries. "Although written in a satirical vein, yet it contains
profound truths." (Gardner, Bibliotheca Rosicruciana, 2nd ed). According to some the author was
assassinated for revealing the secret of the Sylphs. $200.00
45. Debus, Allen G., & Robert P. Multhauf. – ALCHEMY AND CHEMISTRY IN THE SEVENTEENTH
CENTURY. LA: UC Press for the William Andrews Clark Memorial Library 1966, stapled folding wraps,
52pp, vg. Two papers, Multhauf (a principal contributor to Andrew Mellon’s catalog of alchemical literature
inspired by Jung) writes on alchemy, Debus on Fludd. $16.00
46. Dee, John. - A LETTER CONTAINING A MOST BRIEF DISCOURSE…[etc & etc] [Berkeley]:
Charles Stansfield Jones Memorial Library c.1979, stapled booklet, 12pp, a little worn. Facsimile reprint.
$15.00
Letterpress Edition
47. Dee, John. - THE ENOCHIAN EVOCATION OF DR. JOHN DEE. Edited & Translated by Geoffrey
James. Gilette: Heptangle Books 1983, 1st ed, (copyright 1984), maroon open weave cloth, 204pp, in
chipped and lightly soiled jacket, book fine. Many tables and symbols in the text plus portrait of Dee before
title. Letterpress edition, textually the same as the offset but with rubricated title. Laid in are two
promotional advertisements, one for this book, the other for Agrippa’s Fourth Book. Later reprinted by
offset. $250.00
48. Dee) French, Peter. - JOHN DEE. The World of an Elizabethan Magus. London: RKP 1972, 1st ed, cloth
& dj, 243pp, 16 plates, cloth a little soiled from handling but the jacket is fine, some plates detached but all
present. Leslie Bigelow’s copy with his extensive and very tiny, difficult to read marginal notes in pencil,
plus some additional material laid-in. Bigelow collected a massive archive of John Dee material including
some first editions, photocopies of every single Dee manuscript in the British Library, and a wax replica of
Dee’s scrying stone. It was Peter French along with Francis Yates and a few others who first brought Dee
currency and legitimacy to modern academic circles. $22.00
Rosicrucian Dreams
49. Descartes). Cole, John R. - THE OLYMPIAN DREAMS AND YOUTHFUL REBELLION OF RENE
DESCARTES. University of Illinois Press 1992, cloth in jacket, 299pp, plus three appendixes, and three
indexes: index of his life, index of historical persons, index of scholars post 1800, two tiny holes in jacket
else fine. Here is an interesting story that has rarely been told, that of the peculiar dream life of Rene

Descartes, a life he recorded in an unpublished work he titled Olympica. In recounting Descartes' dream
notebooks, and attempting an interpretation, John R. Cole, who is a professor of history, cobbles together
many diverse strands of scholarship and biography, including an appendix titled 'Technical Questions of
Rosicrucian Allegories'. This discusses the idea, first postulated by Paul Arnold in his Historie des RoseCroix et les Origines de la Franc-Maconnerie (1955), that Descartes' dream reports were so similar to the
Rosicrucian allegory in Chymische Hochzeit, that this calls for further research on the authorship. Published
at $35.00. Reviewed by Anthony Grafton in ISIS, Vo.84, No.4, 1993. $16.00
50. Dickson, Donald R. - THE TESSERA OF ANTILIA. Utopian Brotherhoods & Secret Societies in the
Early Seventeenth Century. Leiden: Brill 1998, cloth in dj, 293pp, comprehensive bibliography, mint copy.
Dickson’s book should rest beside some of the classics by Yates, Walker and Debus as a stellar example of
scholarship devoted to a very Hermetic subject, that of secret societies, their origins and influences. Much
concerns Andreae, but also Hartlib, and scholarly societies like the Societas Ereunetica, Unio Christiana,
and Antilia. Nearly half of the book focuses on English circles. The last, generous chapter centers on
utopian societies in England, and presents almost uniquely available information. $110.00
51. Dickson, Donald R. – JOHANN VALENTIN ANDREAE’S UTOPIAN BROTHERHOODS.
Renaissance Quarterly offprint, Vol. 49 (?), p.760-802, stapled self-wraps, fine. The opening section of
chapter two of The Tessera of Antilla, (slightly different arrangement). $12.00
52. Earl of Rosslyn. – ROSSLYN. Its Chapel, Castle, and Scenic Lore. Kirkcaldy: Dysart & Rosslyn Estates
nd, glued paperback, 67pp, color plates, vg cond. $16.00
53. Edwards, David. DARE TO MAKE MAGIC. London: Rigel Press 1971, 1st ed, cloth & dj, 94pp, a few
illustrations in the text, tiny bits of edgewear to jacket else a fine copy. Kabbalah interpreted by a ritualist
informed by the Golden Dawn. $75.00
54. Elias Artista Hermetica, [pseud]. DAS GEHEIMNISS VON DEM SALZ, als dem Edelsten Wesen der
Hochsten Wohlthat Gottes in dem Reich der Natur, beides in Seinem Wesen und in Seinen Eigenschaften
aus eigener Bemuhung Untersucht. Gottlicher Weissheit zum Lobe und den Begierigen Forschern zum
Vortheil Geschrieben und Herausgegeben von Elias Artista Hermetica. Photocopy of the 1770 Munich
edition, recently bound in smooth fabrikoid, 142pp, sewn signatures, clear copy on good paper, remains of
sticker on spine, fine condition, from the library of Leonard F. Pembroke. Foundational classic of mystical
German natural philosophy by the great Pietist figure Friedrich Christopher Oetinger. An early work in the
anti-Cartesian German tradition of intuitive science which would later come to full flower in Goethe.
Oetinger (1702-1782) was greatly influenced by Bohme and Swedenborg and held high many Hermetic
ideas. $65.00
55. Faraone, Christopher A. & Dirk Obbink, editors. - MAGIKE HIERA. Ancient Greek Magic and
Religion. NY: Oxford University Press 1991, 1st ed, cloth & dj, 298pp, sewn signatures, notes, bibliography
of Greek magic and religion, index of Greek words, index of Latin words, and general index, mint copy.
Scholarly papers on Greek binding spells, the pharmacology of sacred plants, divination in magical ritual,
eros, etc & etc. Still in print in a glued paperback edition. $64.00
56. Farr, Florence. – THE WAY OF WISDOM. An Investigation of the Meanings of the Letters of the
Hebrew Alphabet Considered as a Remnant of Chaldean Wisdom. Bristol: R. A. Gilbert 1990 (1900),
stapled booklet, 20pp, illustrated, one of 150 numbered copies, fine condition. With a new two-page
introduction by Robert A. Gilbert. A key Golden Dawn document. J. D. Holmes did a reprint but without
Gilbert’s introduction. $60.00
57. Fictuld, Herman, [pseud]. - AZOTH ET IGNIS: Das ist, das Wahre Elementarische Wasser und Feuer
oder Mercurius Philosophorum, als das einige Nothwendige der Fundamental-Uranfange und Principiorum

des Steins der Weisen. Aureum Vellus, oder Goldenes Vliess, was Dasselbe Sey, Sowohl in Seinem
Ursprunge, als Erhabenen Zustande. Denen Filiis Artis und Liebhabern der Hermetischen Philosophie
Dargelegt, auch dass Darunter die Prima Materia Lapidis Philosophorum, samt Dessen Praxi Verborgen,
Erofnet. Good photocopy of the Leipzig Blochberger 1749 edition, bound in stout fabrikoid, small heavy
8vo, raised gilt bands, gilt lettered spine, [2]+379pp, one plate, vg cond. A strongly bound sewn copy made
for Leonard F. Pembroke, alchemist, homeopathic doctor and member of the Pembroke family of Wiltshire.
Many of his photocopies were poorly made but this one is clear and well done. No reprint has been
published (no English translation either) and there are no copies of the original online. Fictuld (c.1700 1777) is the pseudonym of an Hermetic philosopher whose identity is unknown. All his books are
alchemical in nature. He was a leader of the Order of the Golden and Rosy Cross. Excellent details of his
philosophy can be found in Hanegraaff’s Dictionary of Gnosis. $350.00
58. Fictuld, Herman, [pseud]. - HERMETISCHER TRIUMPH-BOGEN, auf zweyen Wunder-Säulen der
grossen und kleinen Welt bevestiget : das ist, zwey Tractätlein von der wahren, ewigen und einigen
Weisheit zu des Menschen zeitlichem und ewigem Wohlseyn : das erste, genannt Cabbala mystica naturae,
handelnd von dem feurigen Liebes-Saltze der göttlichen Barmhertzigkeit, sonst genannt lapis
philosophorum : und das zweyte, Occulta occultissime, handelnd von der ersten materia lapidis
philosophorum, und von dem Menschen, sonderlich aber von ihrer Reinigung, um sie zu dem Endzweck der
Weisheit zu befördern. Recent photocopy of the 1734 edition, quarto, stout fabrikoid with gilt and ribbed
spine [10]+230pp, sewn, a few woodcuts, vg-f condition. Clear photocopy on good paper made by Leonard
F. Pembroke in the early 1960’s from a unique interleaved copy in the BL, occasional contemporary mss
annotations. $550.00
59. Fletcher, Joann. - CHRONICLE OF A PHARAOH. The Intimate Life of Amenhotep III. NY: Oxford
University Press 2000 1st ed, tall 8vo, cloth & dj, 176pp, profusely illustrated in color and printed on coated
paper, sewn binding, very fine copy. Part of Oxford’s glitzy campaign to popularize the archaeology and
discoveries in Ancient Egypt. $9.00

60. Fludd, Robert. - ROBERT FLUDD AND HIS PHILOSOPHICAL KEY. Being a Transcription of the
Manuscript at Trinity College, Cambridge. Edited by Alan Debus. Science History Publications 1979, tall
octavo, gilt-decorated red and black cloth, 156pp, portrait of Robert Fludd, 26 B&W plates and drawings,
notes, and biographical essay, trivial scuff-marks to covers typical for this book, fine condition. A scholarly
edition married with lovely book-arts, the cover is elaborately printed and the text design is exceptional.
This is the first edition, never published before or since. $200.00
61. Fludd, Robert. - THE ORIGIN AND STRUCTURE OF THE COSMOS. Being a Translation by Patricia
Tahil of Books One and Two of Tractate One from Volume One of Utriusque Cosmi Historia. With an
Introduction by Adam McLean. Edinburgh: Magnum Opus Hermetic Sourceworks 1982, publ’s dark red
vinyl in imitation of leather, 89pp, plates in B&W throughout, back cover very slightly marked, mostly
trivial damp-wave along bottom margins else fine, ep’s without the usual browning and staining, gilt bright
on the spine (often faded and falling away), one of 250 signed and numbered copies. Remarkably, this text
and almost everything else that Fludd ever published has never been reprinted or translated. How can this
be. $300.00
62. Fludd) Huffman, William H., editor. – ROBERT FLUDD. Essential Readings. Hammersmith: Aquarian
Press 1992 1st ed, glued paperback, 270pp, a few plates in b&w, vg-f condition. Still one of the few
compilations of his writings in English. $18.00
63. Fludd) Hutin, Serge. - ROBERT FLUDD 1574-1637. ALCHIMISTE ET PHILOSOPHE
ROSICRUCIEN. Paris: Les Editions de l’omnium Litteraire 1971, sewn wraps, 174pp, 17 plates and text
figures, one corner a bit bumped but fine condition with the book label of famed occult dealer W. N. Schors.
$35.00
64. Forbes, R. J. - STUDIES IN ANCIENT TECHNOLOGY. Volume I. Leiden: Brill 1964, 2nd edition,
cloth in dj, 199pp, frontispiece plus two folding and extending charts, a few other illustrations, book fine
jacket a bit worn. Mostly concerned with bitumen including sections on magic, medicine, Greek Fire,
mummification, large chapter on the origins of alchemy. This is the first volume of what became a nine
volume masterwork. A third edition was published though all editions of volume one are unchanged save
for a new one page preface. $33.00
65. Forman, Werner and Stephen Quirke. - HIEROGLYPHS AND THE AFTERLIFE IN ANCIENT
EGYPT. Norman: University of Oklahoma Press 1996, quarto, boards & dj, 192pp printed on coated stock,
lavishly illustrated with color photographs of ancient art and monuments, bibliography, index, chronological
table, and map of ancient Egypt, glossary, etc, mint. Handsome presentation from Oklahoma. The author is
an Egyptologist and Curator of Egyptian Antiquities at the British Museum. Published at $39.95. $18.00
66. Fortune, Dion [pseudonym of Violet Firth]. - THE MYSTICAL QABALAH. London: Ernest Benn,
1963 (1935), sixth printing (unchanged from the first), publisher's blue boards with gilt lettered spine and
dust jacket (dust soiled), 311pp, three full-page diagrams at back, a very good copy of this later reprint.
$38.00
67. Fortune, Dion, [pseud]. – THE ESOTERIC ORDERS AND THEIR WORK. London: Rider nd, first
edition, front fly gone, another page a bit loose, binding soiled and shaky. A defective copy of the rare first
edition. $32.00
68. Foster, Richard. – PATTERNS OF THOUGHT. The Hidden Meaning of the Great Pavement of
Westminster Abbey. London: Jonathan Cape 1991 1st ed, large 8vo, boards & dj, 184pp, handsomely
illustrated in color and B&W, mint copy. An art historian discovers the geometry and esoteric symbolism of
this rarely seen creation, long hidden till recently. $65.00

69. Foulke, Daniel C. – THE ENTHUSIASTICAL CONCERNS OF DR. HENRY MORE. Religious
Meaning and the Psychology of Delusion. Leiden: Brill 1997, cloth & dj, 257pp, mint copy. Among other
unique attributes of this book is the entertaining analysis of the celebrated intellectual war between Henry
More and Thomas Vaughan which is essential for any understanding of their books. Beware the Amazon
listings which deceptively never mention they are offering POD copies, this is the original, in print at the
publisher for $150.00. $80.00
70. Fraser, P. M. - PTOLEMAIC ALEXANDRIA. London: Sandpiper Books (in conjunction with Oxford
University Press), 2001 (1972) reprint, three volumes, hardcover with dust jacket, 1116pp plus 155pp index
in separate volume, mint condition. Quality reprint of a famously difficult title to find in the original.
Sandpiper books are facsimiles of rare and out of print OUP books and are bound exactly as OUP books are
now, with OUP’s emblem on the spine and name on title. The definitive history of Alexandrian life during
the Ptolemaic period, the first 300 years after the founding by Alexander. $500.00
71. Frater Albertus, [pseud]. - PRAKTISCHE ALCHEMIE IM ZWANZIGSTEN JAHRHUNDERT. Eine
Abhandlung uber Forschung, Versuche und Erfolge aus aller Welt. Mit Einem Einfuhrenden Vorwort von
Dr. Siegfried Karsten. SLC: PRS 1970, 2nd printing, one of 500 copies, strongly bound in publ’s thick gilt
lettered cloth, excellent coated paper, sewn signatures, 197pp, vf. $100.00

72. Freher) NOTES BY FREHER ON THE SIGNATURE OF ALL THINGS BY J. BOEHMER.
Typescript on thin paper so titled by Leonard F. Pembroke, c.1930’s, small 8vo, bound in plain fabrikoid,
86pp, foremargin crudely trimmed close , o/w vg condition. A rather curious production by Pembroke, with
misspellings and haphazard typing, apparently typed in haste and then corrected in mss, perhaps for
publication as there is no English translation, (though there may be some extracts in Walton’s Notes and
Materials). $255.00

73. Fulcanelli, [pseud]. – LES DEMEURES PHILOSOPHALES, et le Symbolisme Hermetique dans ses
Rapports avec L’art Sacre et L’esoterisme du Grand Oeuve. Troisieme Edition Augmentee avec trois
Prefaces de Eugene Canseliet… Paris: Pauvert 1964, two volumes, stiff folding glossy wraps, sewn
signatures, 468+387pp, 45 plates (some in color) and text figures, title page rubricated, white covers a bit
soiled from handling, a tight copy. This is a high-quality edition with sewn signatures printed on excellent
paper with good reproductions of the plates. Even in the first edition the plates are not particularly well
reproduced. In 1999 Archive Press issued a fine English translation (with good reproduction of the plates
though in B&W) and while there have been many French language reprints, of the ones I’ve seen the plates
are poorly reproduced. $70.00
74. Fulcanelli) Canseliet, Eugene. - DUE LUOGHI ALCHEMICI. In Margine alla Scienza e alla Storia.
Edizione Italiana e Traduzione dal Francese di Paolo Lucarelli. Roma: Edizioni Mediterranee, 1998, first
Italian edition?, small quarto, plain white wraps with rubricated cover, sewn signatures, 342pp, 41 color and
B&W plates distributed throughout the text, cover printed on rag paper, nice book arts, good reproductions
of the plates which are of architectural drawings, paintings, medieval woodcarvings and woodcuts, old
books, symbolic porticos, etc. Was Canseliet really Fulcanelli himself? This is still debated today. $140.00
75. Gardiner, Alan. - EGYPTIAN GRAMMAR. Being an Introduction to the Study of Egyptian
Hieroglyphs. London & Oxford: Ashmolean Museum and OUP 1957, third edition, large heavy quarto,
publ’s blue polished cloth, 646pp, frontis, some faint water staining to front cover o/w a vg copy. Still a
standard work. $55.00

Preface by Todd Pratum
76. Geber [Jabir ibn Hayyam]. - THE ALCHEMICAL WORKS OF GEBER. Translated into English in
1678 by Richard Russell. Introduction by E. J. Holmyard. Preface by Todd Pratum. NY: Weiser 1994, new
edition, (1st 1928), cloth in dj, sewn binding, alkaline paper, 264pp, illustrated, glossary, analytical table of

contents, one of 999 numbered copies, mostly fine condition. The treasures of Islamic alchemy were almost
single-handedly brought to the modern English speaking world by Holmyard. This remains a key document
for the study of Arabic alchemy though Holmyard’s researches on the identity of Geber have now proved
faulty. The only full edition of the alchemical writings of Geber is the Newman edition last published by
Brill at $300.00. $150.00
77. Godwin, Joscelyn. - HARMONIES OF HEAVEN AND EARTH: Mysticism in Music from Antiquity to
the Avant-Garde. Inner Traditions 1995, 2nd edition, paperback, B&W diagrams, tables, musical scales, and
text illustrations; notes, bibliography, and index, fine cond. The second, revised edition of an important
book, one in his trilogy on musical esotericism. Includes astrological material and an appreciation of
popular music. With author’s autographed presentation inscription to David Fideler (Phanes Press). In print
at $16.95. $15.00
78. Godwin, Joscelyn. - THE THEOSOPHICAL ENLIGHTENMENT. NY: State University of New York
1994 1st ed, sewn glossy boards, 480pp, many rare photographic portraits, mint copy. A landmark history of
occult and esoteric philosophy, that is theosophy in its widest definition, and not Blavatskian Theosophy
(though that is covered in some depth as well). There are now many surveys of the esoteric underground in
philosophy, Godwin’s focus is the 18th and 19th centuries and in so doing he is able to completely examine
every significant personality, circle, and school of this bountiful period, from leading Spiritualists to radical
Masons to phallic mythographers, with much on Boehme and his circle. This essential book is the mature
fruit of years spent laboring in the vineyards of Europe's greatest libraries. Godwin is a genius at blending
the deepest academic knowledge with a personal sympathy for the material that brings it alive in highly
interesting ways instead of the depressing, cold ignorance that mars most scholarly examinations of the
esoteric and occult. Paperback edition is glued. $150.00
79. Godwin, Joscelyn. – THE SPIRIT HOUSE, OR BROWN’S FREE HALL IN GEORGETOWN, NEW
YORK. Hamilton: Upstate Institute 2011, stapled wraps, 48pp, printed on excellent paper and well
illustrated, one of 350 numbered copies, mint condition. Godwin traces the full and untold history of the
‘Spirit House’ of Timothy G. Brown, the design of which was given to Brown through the spirit world.
Interested in Hermetic geometry and design? Here is Spiritist architecture. Low price thanks to the author’s
generosity. $20.00
80. Goethe) McLean, Adam, editor. - GOETHE’S FAIRYTALE OF THE GREEN SNAKE AND THE
BEAUTIFUL LILY. Translated from the Original by Donald MacLean with Commentary by Adam
McLean. Grand Rapids: Phanes 1993, gilt lettered cloth, 86pp, B&W frontispiece, a very fine copy.
Magnum Opus Hermetic Sourceworks series, no.14. ‘The Green Snake and the Lady’ and the hidden
language of alchemy is examined here. $45.00
81. Golden Dawn) [Original Golden Dawn lodge art]. Multi-colored pentagram done in oil pastels on
cardstock, 16” x 16”, in contemporary gilt edged wood frame and glass, very good condition. Circa 1940’s
lodge art from an unknown lodge, it was given to me after I sold a large collection of lodge artifacts, silk
robes and regalia for a customer in the 1980’s. See toddpratum.tumblr.com for image. No other
information is available. $300.00
82. Hall, Manly P. - THE ROSICRUCIANS AND MAGISTER CHRISTOPH SCHLEGEL: Hermetic Roots
of America. With Supplements by A. Russell Slagle and Donald C. Kerr. LA: Philosophical Research
Society 1986, hardback in dj, 250pp, 27 B&W illustrations, portraits, engravings, woodcuts, and title pages,
mint copy, with Slagel’s autographed presentation inscription on the front fly. The life of this utopianRosicrucian forms a little known chapter in American occult history. $35.00
83. Hamill, John. - THE CRAFT: A History of English Freemasonry. NP: Crucible 1986, 1st & only edition,
2nd printing, boards & dj, 191pp, 23 B&W plates, notes, bibliography, index, mint copy. Three appendices:

The Grand Masters of England, The Structure of the Craft, and A Chronology. Hamill was the renown
librarian of the Grand Lodge of England and Master of the QCL Lodge of Research. $35.00
84. Harpur, Patrick. – MERCURIUS OR THE MARRIAGE OF HEAVEN AND EARTH. Edited with an
Introduction. London: Macmillan 1990, boards & dj, 478pp, occasional text figures, printed on crap paper
now browning, but redeemed by the wonderful dust jacket. Apparently never published in hardcover in the
United States. $50.00
85. Harris, Lynda. – THE SECRET HERESY OF HIERONYMUS BOSCH. London: Floris Books 1995, 1st
ed, large heavy 8vo, boards & dj, 285pp, profusely illustrated in color and black-and-white, fine copy. An
unusual iconography of Bosch, speculating that Bosch was a secret Cathar. The Ritman Library has a page
devoted to this book on their website. $32.00
86. Heindel, Max. - MYSTERIES OF THE GREAT OPERAS. Faust, Parsifal, Tannhauser, Lohengrin.
Oceanside: Rosicrucian Fellowship 1975 (1921) glued paperback, 175pp, binding cracked else vg-f. $10.00
87. Heiron, Arthur. – ANCIENT FREEMASONRY AND THE OLD DUNDEE LODGE, No.18. London:
Kenning & Son 1921, 2nd ed, handsome gilt lettered cloth, 315pp, color frontis and c.75 full page plates on
coated stock, nice copy. $130.00

88. HERMETIC JOURNAL. Edited by Adam Mclean. Edinburgh & Oxford 1978-1989. An almost complete
set from issue No.1, 1978, to the 1989 annual, a mixed run in different bindings, issues 1-2, and 19-26 in
McLean’s paperback reprints (c.1988 and containing all the ads), issues 7-8, 12, 13, 16, 17, 20, 29-42 are all
original issues bound together in three cloth volumes (by McLean?) including covers and ads, issues 3-6, 9,
14, 15, 18, 27, 28 are present in the original stapled wrappers as first issued, and the “1989” issue is in
paperback (as first issued), thus a complete run save for No’s 10-11. After issue 42 it became a yearly
volume, averaging about 170pp. Each individual issue averages 44pp. There were three further yearly

annuals with the last published in 1992. The entire run can be had from Adam on a CD-ROM for $32.00 but
I rather like this assemblage, you get some original issues, some of his paperback reprints, and three cloth
volumes bound c.1980s. The lettering is a little loose and falling away on one cloth volume and foredges of
two paperbacks are soiled else fine condition throughout. $1800.00
89. HERMETIC JOURNAL. Edited by Adam Mclean. Oxford: McLean 1989, glued paperback, 164pp, fine
copy. Articles by Charles Upton, Ron Heisler, Rafal Prinke, and Robin Waterfield. No copies online.
$100.00
90. HERMETICA: A New Translation. Far West Press 1977 1st ed, small octavo, paperback, 90pp. An
anonymous translation of some Hermetic texts, nicely printed. Little is known of this edition, it is designed
in such a way, without notes or references, to be read as a story, long OP. $19.00
The ‘Pratum,’ The Meadow of Ideas
91. Hirst, Desiree. - HIDDEN RICHES. Traditional Symbolism from the Renaissance to Blake. NY Barnes
& Noble and London: Eyre & Spottiswoode 1964, boards & dj, 348pp, eight plates, jacket a bit edge-worn
else fine cond. Outstanding, pioneering history published in the same year as Frances Yates’ Giordano
Bruno and the Hermetic Tradition. Yates’ book became well known but for some reason this beauty has
been unfairly forgotten. Her focus leans toward the Christian circles, with important material on Blake,
Boehme, Law, Pordage, Swedenborg, and the English Hermetic scene. It was here I first learned of the
Dutch philosophical circle, ‘The Pratum’, i.e. ‘the meadow of ideas.” I doubt my Norwegian grandfather
knew anything of this when he emigrated to the United States and adopted as his surname the name of the
work farm he grew up on. $50.00
92. Iversen, Erik. - THE MYTH OF EGYPT AND ITS HIEROGLYPHS IN EUROPEAN TRADITION.
Copenhagen: Gec Gad Publishers 1961 1st ed, quarto, sewn wraps with color dust jacket, 177pp printed on
heavy stock, 24 plates on coated stock, wraps rather edge-chipped, sewing a bit strained. Handsome and
impressive presentation unlike the small octavo edition later published by Bollingen (which is textually
unchanged except for a short new preface). $70.00
93. Johnson, Sally B. - THE COBRA GODDESS OF ANCIENT EGYPT. Predynastic, Early Dynastic and
the Old Kingdom Periods. London: Kegan Paul International 1990 1st ed, large 8vo, cloth & dj, 276pp, well
illustrated with b&w plates and text illustrations including line drawings and photographs of temples, very
fine copy. $200.00
94. JOURNAL OF THE WARBURG AND COURTAULD INSTITUTES. Edited by Edgar Wind and
Rudolf Wittkower and later Anthony Blunt and T. S. R. Boase, seven issues bound in six, Vol I No.1, 2 & 3
(1937-8), Vol II No.3 & 4 (1939), Vol III No.’s 3-4 (1939-40), quarto, publ’s stiff sewn wraps, plates on
chalk paper throughout, one wrapper water stained, another detached else vg-f condition. The journal is still
published (now $240.00 per vol), but all early issues are rare and only volumes from the last 20 years are
available from the Warburg. No copies of these early issues on the net. Laid in is an author index covering
Volumes I-XXII, and a copy of The Warburg Institute (1974) a 27pp pamphlet describing the Warburg’s
history and library plus complete bibliography of all Warburg publications to that date. I also have a nearly
complete set available. $950.00
Major Unpublished Dissertation
95. Kelly, Aiden. - THE REBIRTH OF WITCHCRAFT, TRADITION AND CREATIVITY IN THE
GARDNERIAN REFORM. Photocopy of Kelly’s dissertation for master’s degree, Graduate Theological
Union (Berkeley), heavy quarto, plain wrappers, 336pp, vg condition, extensively documented with notes
and bibliography, with later mss corrections by Kelly’s throughout. Never published. A truncated, defective
and poorly received version of this was published by Llewellyn as Crafting the Art of Magic, 1991. In
correspondence with Kelly after that publication he related to me how Llewellyn, without his permission,

published only one portion of his manuscript and then edited it so badly that he was considering litigation.
According to Isaac Bonewitz, “This unpublished manuscript is the most scholarly examination of the origins
of Neopagan Witchcraft ever done” (Bonewitz, Real Magic p.236). $275.00
96. King, Francis. – SECRET RITUALS OF THE O. T. O. Clear photocopy of the 1973 edition, quarto,
comb bound, 240pp, vg-f. There was much litigation when this was first published, and it will probably
never be reprinted. The cheapest copy online is $200.00. $55.00
97. King, L. W. – BABYLONIAN MAGIC AND SORCERY. Being “The Prayers of the Lifting of the
Hand.” Leiden: Brill 1952, sewn wraps, 163pp, vf copy. In spite of the English language title, the text is in
Dutch. King’s famous translation has a very complicated publishing history and there have been at least two
English language editions. This copy has hundreds of very neat penciled marginal annotations and glosses in
German by a scholar who clearly knew this text well including both the Dutch and Egyptian hieroglyphic
texts. $35.00
The Mother of the Golden Dawn
98. Kingsford, Anna (Bonus) & Edward Maitland. - ADDRESSES AND ESSAYS ON VEGETARIANISM.
Edited by Samuel Hopgood Hart. London: Watkins [1912], publishers green ribbed cloth, cloth a bit spotted
and worn, spine ends a bit chipped, one tint binding gouge else vg. Pasted over the name of Watkins on the
title page is the label of ‘The Order of the Golden Age’. The Order of the Golden Age was established in
1896 and published The Herald of the Golden Age, a journal of Christian vegetarianism that ran from 1882 to
1918. The 60pp biographical preface by Samuel Hopgood Hart is a goldmine of information on Kingsford
and her contemporaries. One of the most important women in the history of modern occultism, hailed as
“….the mother of the Golden Dawn…” (Mary Greer, Women of the Golden Dawn, 1995). She was president
of the Theosophical Society, co-founded the Hermetic Society (later The Hermetic Order of the Golden
Dawn), an early member of the Food Reform Society, one of the first female medical doctors in England,
and an early feminist and animal rights campaigner who travelled throughout Europe lecturing against
vivisection, (Francis Power Cobbe was among her travelling companions), who “…weaned Besant from her
acceptance of… vivisection…” (Nethercott, First Five Lives of Annie Besant p.187). She introduced Mathers
to HPB and Gareth Knight has compared Kingsford to Dion Fortune (who revered her). Gandhi had an
extensive correspondence with Maitland and read Kingsford’s books, later becoming “...an enthusiastic
disciple. ” (Alan Pett, Red Cactus, A Life of Anna Kingsford). She died in 1888, age 41. Godwin gives the
best summary of her importance in his The Theosophical Enlightenment, p.333-46. Samuel Hopgood Hart
(1865-1958), the editor here, devoted his life to preserving the work of Kingsford and Maitland, but in spite
of his efforts, her writings “…have been largely forgotten”, (Melton). But what’s really sad is that her noble
message of vegetarianism and anti-vivisection has been almost entirely lost today, including book collectors
who think nothing of having their sacred books bound in leather, snake skin, and goat, and then gloat. When
I first entered the business Kingsford’s books were virtually unsalable but there has been a renewed interest
in her life which must explain their rarity today. $130.00
99. Kingsford) Maitland, Edward. - ANNA KINGSFORD: Her Life, Letters, Diary and Work. In Two
Volumes. Edited by Samuel Hopgood Hart. London: John M. Watkins 1913 3rd edition, two volumes, publ’s
blue cloth, 442+466pp, illustrated with 17 portraits, views and facsimiles, (one folding), two margins slightly
torn else vg condition. A wealth of material regarding this Christian Hermeticist, medical doctor, antivivisectionist and campaigner for women’s rights, children’s rights and a vegetarian diet. Maitland was
Kingsford’s closest friend and travelling partner who wrote this while grieving her early death in 1888 at the
age of 41. Rare, no copies online, never reprinted. $650.00
100.
Klossowski de Rola, Stanislas. - ALCHEMY THE SECRET ART. London: Thames & Hudson
1973 1st ed, slim quarto, later half-bonded leather, gilt lettered spine with raised bands and cloth sides,
128pp, profusely illustrated in color and B&W, Leonard F. Pembroke’s copy, bound for him, with remains of
his small library sticker on the foot of spine, fine copy. Part of Thames & Hudson’s Art & Imagination
series, an admirable series edited by Jill Purce and mostly published in hardcover but oddly this was only

issued in paper, though reissued in 1978 in a glued hardcover by Bounty Books, (a cheap reprint house).
Contrary to popular assumption this was not a prelude to his The Golden Game but an entirely different work
and one of the best illustrated iconographies of alchemy in English, still in print in paper. $80.00
101.
Knapp, Bettina L. - THEATRE AND ALCHEMY. Detroit: Wayne State University
Press 1980, cloth & dj, 283pp, fine. Foreword by Mircea Eliade. $20.00
102.
Laurent, Emile and Paul Nagour. - MAGICA SEXUALIS. Mystic Love Books of Black Arts and
Secret Sciences. Translated by Raymond Sabatier. New York: Falstaff Press 1934 1st ed, publ’s gilt
decorated purple cloth, [20]+274pp, illustrated ep’s, plates and figures throughout printed in blue ink, a good
only copy, hinges strained, covers worn, sewing a bit slack but firm. A prurient book, salacious at the time I
suppose, disguised as a scholarly work, as evidenced by the publisher’s stern statement: “A limited number
of this edition were privately issued intended for circulation only among members of the learned professions,
mature scholars of the sexual sciences and other educated adults.” It nonetheless contains some uncommon
material on sex magic. Laurent (1861-1904) wrote many scholarly books on anthropology, sexology,
deviancy, various paraphilia’s, and edited an edition of Krafft-Ebing. This bizarre book must have been
cobbled together from his writings after his death by Falstaff, the notorious publisher of titillation who was
tried and convicted of obscenity in 1939. The illustrations are from Beardsley, Bosch, and whatever nastiness
the publishers could dig up. $45.00
103.
Le Plongeon, Augustus. - SACRED MYSTERIES AMONG THE MAYAS AND THE
QUICHES, 11,500 YEARS AGO. Their Relation to the Sacred Mysteries of Egypt, Greece, Chaldea and
India. Free Masonry in Times Anterior to the Temple of Solomon. Minneapolis: Wizards Bookshelf, 1973
(1886), gilt decorated & lettered brown cloth, smythe-sewn signatures, verbatim with the 1886 edition,
163pp, 31 B&W illustrations, several of which are full-page, including portrait frontispiece, and some
figures in the text, very good condition. Secret Doctrine Reference series, which formed the heart of the
publishing program of Richard Robb at Wizards, fine high quality reprints. Robb even took pains in some of
his volumes, when he was printing from a difficult to reproduce book, to conduct professional font repairs by
hand! He also read and studied all the books he published and his output was a pre-internet lifeline for many
far flung seekers and scholars who looked forward to his little catalogs, crammed with books, to arrive in the
mail. Cornell University Press published an edition of this book, (2010) at $58.00 for a glued paperback.
$50.00
104.
Le Plongeon, Augustus. - THE ORIGIN OF THE EGYPTIANS. Introductory Preface by Manly
P. Hall. NY: Philosophical Research Society 1983 (reprint of the 1914 edition) cloth with dj, 159pp, 37
B&W plates, notes, mint copy. Le Plongeon lived an extraordinary life. An Englishman, he was first
educated in Paris then after surviving a shipwreck off the coast of Chile he settled in Peru to study medicine,
later giving this up for a life-long devotion to archaeological research, travel and exploration. He saw an
uncanny similarity between Mayan and Egyptian glyphs and spent most of his later life trying to prove the
highly unlikely theory that Egyptian civilization was in fact a child of Mayan parentage. Mayan writings he
felt contained detailed descriptions of Atlantis, and were perhaps the last recorded vestiges of Atlantis itself.
Both Augustus and his wife Alice held Spiritualist and spiritual ideals that they put into daily practice. This
of course only added to the already loud derision of their work but they persevered and recently have been
elevated to a high rank in the halls of modern archaeology, not for their theories and beliefs but for their
advanced practice of field archaeology which is now often adopted in digs. For example he frequently
reburied important and unique artifacts after documenting and photographing them instead of “passively
looting them in the name of science.” Within the last ten years or so the theory of culture contacts in the
ancient world between China, Egypt and the Americas has been revived to shed a lot of light on the many
mysteries of the origin(s) of civilization, questions Le Plongeon pondered long ago in this book. $32.00
105.
Leade, Jane. - THE REVELATION OF REVELATIONS. Particularly as an Essay Towards the
Unsealing, Opening and Discovering the Seven Seals, the Seven Thunders, and the New Jerusalem State.

Edited with an Introduction by Adam McLean. Edinburgh: Magnum Opus Hermetic Sourceworks, 1981,
publ’s vinyl in imitation of leather, 77pp, plus 18 full page plates, numbered and signed by Adam McLean,
mint copy. $120.00
106.
Leventhal, Herbert. - IN THE SHADOW OF THE ENLIGHTENMENT. Occultism and
Renaissance Science in Eighteenth Century America. NY: NY Univ Pr 1976, cloth & dj, 330pp, very long
bibliography, vg copy. Scarce and never reprinted, one of the few treating the occult beliefs of 18th century
America in relation to their influence on social and political movements. This is his only full length work.
$115.00
107.
Levi, Eliphas. - THE MYSTERIES OF MAGIC. A Digest of the Writings of Eliphas Levi. With
Biographical and Critical Essay by A. E. Waite. New Foreword to the 1974 edition by Leslie Shepard.
Secaucus: University Books 1974 [reprint of the revised and enlarged edition of 1896], 523pp, cloth & dj,
523pp, vg-fine copy. Oddly not cited in Gilbert’s bibliography of Waite but see his entry B1(b). Shepard’s
brief but useful introduction considers Levi’s influence on 20th century occultists. Textually the best edition.
$70.00
108.
Libavius) Rex, Friedemann. - DIE ALCHEMIE DES ANDREAS LIBAVIUS. Ein Lehrbuch der
Chemie aus dem Jahre 1597. Zum Ersten mal in Deutscher Ubersetzung mit Einem Bild- und
Kommentarteil. Herausgegeben vom Gmelin-Institut fur Anorganische Chemie und Grenzgebiete in der
Max-Planck-Gesellschaft zur Forderung der Wissenschaften. In Verbindung mit der Gesellschaft Deutscher
Chemiker. Frankfurt am Main. Weinheim, Bergstr: Verlag Chemie, 1964, large heavy 8vo, publ’s handsome
light gray-green decorated thick cloth, IX+[1]+XXXVII+[1]+ 564+[20]+136pp, 191 woodcut illustrations
mostly half page or quarter page, loosely inserted erratum, fine copy, unusually so for such a large heavy
volume. A monumental edition crammed with a plethora of material including facsimiles, indexes,
commentaries, biographies and a full analysis of the famous woodcuts that graced the original 1597 edition.
Newton owned a copy (Harrison, The Library of Isaac Newton) and its importance is well documented.
From the library of Melvin E. Jahn, (name penciled on TP), author of the Lying Stones of Dr. Johann
Bartholomew Adam Beringer, which tells the famous story of one of archaeology's most embarrassing
episodes. No US copies online. Also issued in a slipcased leather edition. $300.00
109.
Loomis, C. Grant. – WHITE MAGIC. An Introduction to the Folklore of Christian Legend.
Cambridge: The Medieval Academy of America 1948, thick red buckram, dust jacket, 250pp, extensive
footnotes and index, one page of corrigenda, jacket rubbed, book fine. The Medieval Academy of America
Publication No.52. $60.00

110.
LUCIFER. [Covina: Theosophical University Press], 1947-9, a broken run comprising Vol X
No.3-7, Vol X, No.9-11, Vol XI No.1, 3 & 5, eleven issues total, stapled wraps, about 16pp each, small
portion of one page excised (subscription form) loosing about six sentences, a few small stains on two covers
else vg-f, rare, no copies of any issue online. $140.00
111.
Luck, Georg, editor. - ARCANA MUNDI. Magic and the Occult in the Greek and Roman
Worlds. A Collection of Ancient Texts, Translated, Annotated, and Introduced by… Baltimore: Johns
Hopkins UP 1985, publ’s printed cloth, 395pp, list of texts, bibliography, index of ancient sources, and
general index, a vg-fine copy. $185.00
112.
Luhrmann, T. M. - PERSUASIONS OF THE WITCH'S CRAFT: Ritual Magic in Contemporary
England. Harvard 1989, cloth & dj, , 382pp, 20 B&W plates and 14 figures, bibliography and index, a few
margins wavy from damp else fine. The magickal and modern witchcraft scene in London investigated first
hand by a Cambridge scholar. Ms. Luhrmann met, hung out with and was eventually initiated into some
groups. She obviously spent long periods studying their literature. Plenty of material on major figures like
Gareth Knight, Ashcroft-Novicki, Dion Fortune, and on many little-known groups, covens, etc. One of a
handful of scholarly histories though it engendered a lot of controversy and negative reviews from the pagan
community when published. $28.00
113.
Maier, Michael. - ATALANTA FUGIENS. An Edition of the Fugues, Emblems and Epigrams.
Translated from the Latin by Joscelyn Godwin. With an Introductory Essay by Hildemarie Streich. Grand
Rapids: Phanes Press, 1989, paperback, 215pp, with B&W illustrations throughout, mint condition. No
cassette. $50.00

With Cassette Recording by Joscelyn Godwin
114.
Maier, Michael. - ATALANTA FUGIENS. An Edition of the Fugues, Emblems and Epigrams.
Translated from the Latin by Joscelyn Godwin. With an Introductory Essay by Hildemarie Streich. Grand
Rapids: Phanes Press, 1989, fine gilt maroon cloth, 215pp, with black & white illustrations throughout, many
of which are full-page, and two appendices, book fine jacket fine, with cassette tape in shrink-wrap. Magnum
Opus Hermetic Sourceworks series, #22. An entirely different edition from the De Jong edition, the main
difference besides the translation is the inclusion here of the complete musical score. This edition is reset
though apparently unchanged from the limited edition published Adam McLean. Both cloth & paperback
editions are OP but the paper edition can be found used on the net but no cassette tapes. $400.00
115.
Martin, Geoffrey T. – THE HIDDEN TOMBS OF MEMPHIS. New Discoveries from the Time
of Tutankhamen and Ramses the Great. London: Thames & Hudson 1991, boards & dj, large 8vo, 216pp,
profusely illustrated in color and b&w, sewn signatures, very fine copy. $10.00
116.
McIntosh, Christopher. - THE ROSE CROSS AND THE AGE OF REASON. Eighteenth
Century Rosicrucianism in Central Europe and its Relationship to the Enlightenment. Brill 1992, 1st ed, cloth
in dj, 200pp, plates, fine copy. Highly regarded history of great detail, not to be confused with his The
Rosicrucians which was written for much wider audiences. This Brill edition, with handsome cloth and fine
printing has been out of print for many years though recently reprinted by SUNY. “The Rose Cross deals
with the interaction between two movements of thought in eighteenth-century Germany: the philosophy of
the Enlightenment, and Rosicrucianism. Dating from the early seventeenth century and drawing on Pietism,
Freemasonry, Kabbalah and alchemy, the Rosicrucian movement enjoyed a revival in Germany during the
eighteenth century. Historians have often depicted this neo-Rosicrucianism as a Counter-Enlightenment
force. Dr. McIntosh argues rather that it was part of a "third force", which allied itself sometimes with the
Enlightenment, then sometimes with the Counter-Enlightenment. This book is the first in-depth,
comprehensive study of the German Rosicrucian revival and in particular of the order known as the Golden
and Rosy Cross (Gold und Rosenkreuz). Drawing on hitherto unpublished material, Dr. Prof McIntosh
shows how the order exerted a significant influence on the cultural, political and religious life of its age,”
(from Brill’s catalog). $200.00
117.
McLean, Adam, editor. - THE MAGICAL CALENDAR: A Synthesis of Magical Symbolism
from the Seventeenth-Century Renaissance of Medieval Occultism. Grand Rapids: Phanes Press 1994, gilt
cloth, 141pp, profusely illustrated with plates, charts and diagrams, notes, mint copy. Magnum Opus
Hermetic Sourceworks No.1. I also have a mint paperback for $55.00. $125.00
118.
McLean, Adam. - A COMMENTARY ON THE MUTUS LIBER. Grand Rapids: Phanes Press
1991, slim 8vo, red gilt cloth, 77pp, 15 plates, vf. MOHS No.11. The “Mute Book” here is fully treated with
excellent reproductions of the plates. I also have a mint paperback for $15.00. $90.00
119.
McLean, Adam. - THE ALCHEMICAL MANDALA: A Survey of the Mandala in the Western
Esoteric Traditions. Grand Rapids: Phanes Press 1989, elaborately gilt cloth with dj, 142pp, 30 full-page
alchemical mandalas plus a number of smaller mandalas, Hermetic Research Series, Number 3. Key
iconography, now op. $90.00
120.
McLean, Adam. - THE TRIPLE GODDESS. Grand Rapids: Phanes 1989 gilt illustrated cloth,
122pp, vf. One of McLean’s most involved and ambitious works, full of erudition and occult insight and
beautifully illustrated with plates, old woodcuts and mythological figures. $50.00
121.
McLean, Adam, editor. - A TREATISE ON ANGEL MAGIC. Being a Complete Transcription of
Ms Harley 6482 in the British Library. Edinburgh: Magnum Opus Hermetic Sourceworks No.15, 1982 first
ed, publ’s brown vinyl in imitation of leather, 173pp, illustrated throughout with full page B&W plates,

tables, and figures in the text, an unusually fine copy, gilt bright on spine, and without the usual browning
and staining of the end papers. 250 copies, signed and numbered. $375.00
122.
Mead, G.R.S. - ORPHEUS. London: John M. Watkins, 1965 (1896) small 8vo, cloth with jacket,
208pp, vg-f condition. All editions of this monograph have become scarce. Mead was Blavatsky’s longtime
secretary and after over 100 years his books are still valued by those looking for scholarly rigor backed by a
personal, mystical understanding of the ancient world. $40.00
123.
Melton, John. – ASTROLOGASTER OR THE FIGURE-CASTER. LA: Williams Andrews Clark
Memorial Library 1975 reprint of the 1620 edition, sewn wrappers, 80pp, with a brief introduction by Hugo
G. Dick, vg-f condition. Augustan Reprint series. $28.00
124.
Monter, William. - RITUAL, MYTH AND MAGIC IN EARLY MODERN EUROPE. Athens:
Ohio University Press 1983, cloth & dj, 184pp, vf condition. The author is an authority on witchcraft and
superstition. $18.00

125.
Murray, Margaret A. - THE GOD OF THE WITCHES. NY: Oxford University Press 1952 2nd
edition (1931), publ’s black cloth, 212pp, 16 plates, notes and index, a fine crisp copy. In 1921 Oxford
published her Witch-Cult in Western Europe, which birthed (along with Leland’s Aradia) the modern study
of witchcraft. Here she doubles-down on her much discredited (though entrancing!) theory. $44.00
126.
Myer, Isaac. - QABBALAH. THE PHILOSOPHICAL WRITINGS OF SOLOMON BEN
YEHUDAH IBN GEBIROL OR AVICEBRON. San Diego: Wizards 1988 (1888) publ’s thick sturdy gilt
fabrikoid, XXIII+497pp, illustrated, good index, quality reprint. Improved over the Weiser edition of 1972
with additional material added by the publisher including remarks by Blavatsky. One of the great English
books on the subject. The original edition, published 100 years previous to this edition, is a large heavy
quarto, almost folio, and it must’ve been a challenge for Richard Robb--the hardworking genius behind

Wizards--to reduce this into a handy octavo size while perfectly preserving the clarity of the text. He was
very disappointed when POD hijackers (first Kessinger then many others) later stole his work. $85.00
127.
Neal, John. - ALL DONE WITH MIRRORS. An Exploration of Measure, Proportion, Ratio and
Number. Opus 2. [London]: Secret Academy, 2000, 1st and only edition, quarto [12” x 8.5”], boards & dj,
274pp, with numerous black & white geometrical diagrams, photographs, reproductions from old books,
maps, etc, well laid out, jacket slightly dust-darkened else mint copy. Major work on traditional cosmology,
autographed by the author. Like the work of John Michell (whose influence Neal graciously acknowledges),
this is both an erudite and compelling study of the science and philosophy of number in the ancient world,
including the Americas, and a profound, dare I say historic Hermetic masterpiece. Includes elaborations on
Stonehenge, Pythagoras, Egyptian mathematics, the Greek masters of measure and unit, a chapter on the
greatness of the English system of the foot (brilliant!), and explorations on why there was a "falling away" of
interest in metrology. With an appendix on Livio Stecchini's web page, and four other appendices, an index,
and an index of measurements. “The most important book on metrology ever written.” (Michael Schneider,
Constructing the Universe). “A major contribution to the history of science.” (Michael Vickers, Nature,
April 2001). $500.00
128.
Newman, William R. & Lawrence M. Principe. – ALCHEMY TRIED IN THE FIRE. Starkey,
Boyle, and the Fate of Helmontian Chymistry. Chicago: University of Chicago Press 2002 1st ed, cloth & dj,
344pp, eight plates and figures, vf. $120.00
129.
Newman, William R. & Anthony Grafton, editors. – SECRETS OF NATURE. Astrology and
Alchemy in Early Modern Europe. Cambridge: MIT Press 2001 1st ed, cloth & dj, 443pp, one color plate and
numerous B&W text figures, vf copy. $65.00
130.
Newton, Joseph Fort. - THE BUILDERS: A Story and Study of Freemasonry. Cedar Rapids:
Torch Press 1915 (1914) 2nd printing, handsome publ’s blue gilt cloth with gilt compass to spine and gilt
lettered front cover, 317pp, two margins torn then repaired with now yellowing tape o/w a fine copy,
handsomely bound. An early copy of one of the most famous Masonic books of modern times, still in print
to this day and studied by every neophyte lodge member. Later editions were revised. $39.00
131.
Newton) Dobbs, B. J. T. - THE FOUNDATIONS OF NEWTON’S ALCHEMY. Or The Hunting
of the Greene Lion. Cambridge 1992 (1975), paperback, 300pp, illustrated, covers a bit rubbed but fine, an
‘original’ offset paperback edition in contrast to the digital editions CUP now offers. In 1936 the Newton
family auctioned off, through Sotheby’s, the family archive of Isaac Newton’s papers and manuscripts. With
this sale, one of the biggest secrets in the history of science was uncovered, that Isaac Newton was obsessed
with mystical alchemy his entire adult life. He devoted 60 years to studying the great works, making copious
notes, hand-copying hundreds of tracts and treatises, and maintaining a voluminous correspondence with
other students of the art throughout Europe, keeping his scientific work secondary to his alchemical studies.
Until this fateful sale, Newton’s Hermetic side had been kept secret by his family, and his biographers left
out this embarrassing fact. Even now, the average account of his life and work makes only passing mention
of this ‘delusion’ that consumed him. While an advance catalogue of the pending sale had been distributed
beforehand, comparatively little attention was paid to an auction that would later come to be recognized as
historic. Attending the sale that day was John Maynard Keynes. As the bidding progressed, Keynes slowly
deduced what was being sold for ridiculously low prices. Towards the end of the sale, he raced around
buying up as many as possible. $60.00
132.
Newton) Osler, Margaret J. and Paul Lawrence Farber, editors. - RELIGION, SCIENCE, AND
WORLDVIEW. ESSAYS IN HONOR OF RICHARD S WESTFALL. Cambridge: CUP 1985, fine cloth, dj,
350pp, jacket very slightly torn. 136pp are devoted to Newton including an essay by B. J. T. Dobbs. $44.00

133.
Newton) Villamil, R. de. – NEWTON THE MAN. Forward by Professor Albert Einstein.
London: Knox [1931] 1st ed, publ’s green cloth with mounted portrait of Newton on front cover, 111pp,
portrait frontispiece repeating the mountain plate, fine copy but for a tiny tear to the foot of the spine.
Beginning with page 62 is a catalog of Dr. James Musgrave’s library, which included hundreds of books
from Newton’s own library. Many other interesting details about Newton’s life and library are contained
here including an incredibly detailed inventory of his residence, and relating how when Newton died
intestate John Huggins, the notorious warden of Fleet Prison “pounced” on his library and absconded with
many volumes, of which only a few have survived. $16.00
134.
Nicholl, Charles. - THE CHEMICAL THEATRE. London: Routledge & Kegan Paul 1980 1st ed,
hardcover with dj, 292pp, 32 B&W plates, extensive notes, bibliography, and index, fine condition. A study
of alchemical symbols and themes in the works of Shakespeare and his contemporaries. $40.00
135.
OPEN COURT. A MONTHLY MAGAZINE. Volume XXVII. Chicago: Open Court 1913, ten
consecutive issues, No.681 (Feb 1913) to No.691 (Dec 1913) heavy 8vo, contemporary library buckram, gilt
lettered spine label, 768pp, fully indexed by author & subject, spine label worn, binding a little edge worn
and marked. Over 200 articles on everything from Egyptian birth-stories to the dragons of China to the
fourth dimension, plus about 20 book reviews. You can occasionally find odd issues but bound volumes are
very scarce now. $200.00
136.
Ostwald, Wilhelm. – COLOUR SCIENCE. A Handbook for Advanced Students in Schools,
Colleges, and the Various Arts, Crafts, and Industries Depending on the Use of Colour. Authorized
Translation with Introduction and Notes by J. Scott Taylor. London: Winsor & Newton, nd, [1931], two
volumes, elaborately gilt green cloth, XVIII+141+173pp plus folding charts at back on card stock including
a color “dial” volvelle with mounted color chits showing semichromes, one hinge cracked and unfortunately
strained with webbing showing, spines a little creased otherwise trivial signs of use, a fine copy of a
handsome book often found dilapidated from art school use. Ostwald was a renaissance man. Besides
winning a Nobel in chemistry (gave away half his prize money) he was a painter, a philosopher and a
peacenik whose color theories influenced many modern painters, Klee, Mondrian, Toby and uncounted
occult artists and thinkers. Strangely there is no copy in the Faber Birren Collection on Color (Yale Univ
Library Gazette Vol. 49, No.1, 1974) which is especially odd considering that “ the richest category in the
collection is that of instruction manuals” and Birren collected through the 1960’s and had a number of other
titles by Ostwald, but see p.11 there. $220.00
137.
Paracelsus) Gundolf, Friedrich. - PARACELSUS. Berlin: Bondi 1927, lovely green gilt cloth,
135pp, torn & chipped dj else fine. Text in German. $18.00
138.
Quirke, Stephen. – THE CULT OF RA. Sun Worship in Ancient Egypt. London: Thames &
Hudson 2001 1st ed, boards & dj, 184pp, B&W illustrations, vf copy. $16.00
139.
Randolph) Clymer, R. Swinburne. - DR. PASCHAL BEVERLY RANDOLPH AND THE
SUPREME GRAND DOME OF THE ROSICRUCIANS IN FRANCE. Quakertown: Philosophical Pub Co.
1929 1st ed, thin 8vo, cloth in plain dust jacket, 52pp, plus ads, mint copy. A nice little publication with a few
symbolic plates. This text was later incorporated into Clymer’s Rosicrucian Fraternity in America. $75.00
140.
Randolph). Deveney, John Patrick. - PASCHAL BEVERLY RANDOLPH. A NineteenthCentury Black American Spiritualist, Rosicrucian and Sex Magician. Foreword by Franklin Rosemont.
SUNY, 1997, 1st ed, glossy sewn boards, 607pp, mint copy. This is not only a masterpiece of scholarship,
not only the sole book on a very important and neglected man, but an extremely well written work, making it
one of the finest fruits of occult scholarship published in the last 20 years. Anybody who doesn't know the
career of Randolph (1825-1874) is in for an unusual discovery. A Black man living in Civil War America
working as an occultist who advocated free love and the use of hashish, who practiced sex magic, knew

Lincoln, and founded the first Rosicrucian order in America, the Fraternitas Rosae Crucis, and that’s just for
starters. $285.00
141.
Rawcliffe, D. H. - THE PSYCHOLOGY OF THE OCCULT. London: Derricke Ridgway 1952,
1st ed, small 8vo, cloth in clear-tape strengthened dj, 554pp, 11 plates including frontis, pages tanned a bit as
usual (due to acidic paper), vg-f copy. With a two page foreword by Julian Huxley. Very unusual survey,
trying to encompass anything that could be termed “the occult,” divination, lycanthropy, fire walking,
stigmata, scrying, automatic writing, “involuntary whispering”, but mostly on psychical matters. Reprinted
by Dover as Occult and Supernatural Phenomena. $28.00
142.
Read, John. - THROUGH ALCHEMY TO CHEMISTRY. A Procession of ideas and
Personalities. London: Bell 1961 (1957), small 8vo, cloth in dj, 206pp, index, glossary and notes. An
uncommonly fine copy, gorgeous dust jacket. The text is almost entirely consumed with the history of
alchemy, beautifully written. Jung had a copy in his library (C. G. Jung Bibliothek Katalog p.61). A
paperback reprint was published by Dover titled From Alchemy to Chemistry. $57.50
143.
Regardie, Israel) [Portrait photograph of Regardie by Wallace Seawell], c.1954, with autographed
presentation inscription from Regardie to Dr. Thomas Head, 8” x 10”, gelatin silver print, (probably a
publicity photo, of an unknown number), about one quarter inch of outer edge of photo has faded to silver,
small bit of abrasion to black area of photo (not affecting portrait) else fine, mounted to cardboard with gilt
mat (mat a bit marked and dented. NB: not professionally matted, mat has now detached from mounting.. Dr.
Thomas Head, (d.1999), was a longtime friend of Regardie, an associate of Dion Fortune, W. E. Butler,
Manly Hall and R. J. Stewart. He was initiated into a Wiccan tradition in 1939, and later earned doctorates
from Oxford University (England) and Heidelberg University (Germany). He was an expert on secret
languages and alphabets and a lovable, humble customer who built one of the largest occult libraries in the
US, partly sold at auction though his extensive correspondence seems to have been lost. Wallace Seawell
1916-2007 was a well known Hollywood celebrity photographer (Bette Davis, Audrey Hepburn, George
Burns etc) and this photo must date from Regardie’s Hollywood days. I’ve only found one place where it
was published: From the Occult to Chiropractic Psychiatry: Francis Israel Regardie, D.C., by Nicholas T.
Popadiluk et al, in Chiropractic History Vol 27 No.2, 2007 (Regardie was a chiropractor before discovering
psychology and then occultism), a monograph of 22pp full of original research which I have photocopied and
included here. See toddpratum.tumblr.com	
  for image. $900.00
The Egyptian Book of the Dead
144.
Renouf, Peter Le Page. - THE LIFE-WORK OF SIR PETER LE PAGE RENOUF. First Series:
Egyptological And Philological Essays. Paris: Ernest Leroux 1902, 1903, 1905, 1907, 1st editions, large
heavy 8vo, publ’s polished black cloth with gilt decorated covers, four volumes: volume I, 460p,
photogravure portrait frontis, three folding plates, volume II, 439p; volume III, 558p, three folding plates;
volume IV, CLVII+398p, 62 plates on card stock. Volume I edited by G. Maspero and W. Harry Rylands;
Vols II & III edited by Edouard Naville and W. Harry Rylands; Volume IV, The Book of the Dead,
(continued and completed by E. Naville), with a 157 page biography of Renouf by Naville. A beautiful copy,
small bits of the back joint on volume four are falling away (cloth defect), foot of volume four very slightly
chipped, one spine a little faded else fine, text bright and firm, a remarkable survival considering the weight
of these volumes (especially volume four). Renouf was Keeper of Oriental Antiquities at the British
Museum. The controversy over Budge’s succession--which Renouf was against as he thought Budge to be
unreliable--is revealing as it turns out Renouf was correct, Budge’s translation of the Book of the Dead has
been almost completely discredited, yet for some reason Renouf’s translation here has been largely forgotten
while Budge’s is still in print and still regularly referred to as if canonical. See Ibrahim-Hilmy The Literature
of Egypt p. 372-373 for an exhaustive list of Renouf’s titles. $650.00
145.
Rensselaer, John King van, (Mrs). - PROPHETICAL, EDUCATIONAL AND PLAYING
CARDS. Philadelphia: George W. Jacobs & Co 1912 1st ed, publishers handsome red cloth elaborately gilt

on the front cover with the Ourorborus and a variation of the Rod of Asclepius combined with the Caduceus,
with gilt lettering and heavy gilt rules, 392pp, 16 full-page plates on glossy stock including frontispiece,
hinges cracked and strained, otherwise a very good copy printed on excellent paper. The author, member of
an old New York family, also authored The Devils Picture-Books (1890), a study of the tarot. Here she digs
out the relationships between playing cards and tarot. Sold with: [Anonymous] – PLAYING-CARDS. [NP:
Holland Casino 2001], stapled booklet, unpaginated but about 50pp, text in Dutch and English, nice
production, vg-f. An interesting guidebook to a collection of rare playing cards purchased by the Holland
Casino to accompany either an exhibition or perhaps a sample deck that would have been included (but not
present here). I have many other books on cartomancy in stock, please inquire. $75.00
146.
Ripley, George. - LES DOUZE PORTES D'ALCHIMIE. La Vision du Chevalier George, Le
Traite du Mercure. Introduction, Notes et Figures Bernard Biebel. NP: Guy Tredaniel 1979, sewn wraps,
144pp, woodcuts and plates, vg-f. $70.00
147.
Ripley, George. – MEDULLA ALCHYMIAE. THE MARROW OF ALCHEMY. Translated by
William Salmon, edited by Major & Bennet. LaSalle: Antares Press 1994 glued paperback, 122pp, fine.
Typescript edition. $120.00
148.
Rituals) Five bound photocopy reprints issued by Portal Publications, Alpha Omega Temple, no
place of publication. They are all quarto, stapled wrappers, limited to 200 signed and numbered copies all
dated 2005, mint condition. *1: [Waite] Rituale Roseae et Aureae Crucis. The Ceremony of Consecration on
the Threshold of Sacred Mystery for the Watchers of the Holy House. Privately printed, MCMXXVI. 53pp.
(lacking p.36 & 37). *2: [Waite]. The Fourth Order of the Rosy Cross. World of the Supernals, Part III. The
Ritual of Return in Light. Privately Printed 1924, 24pp. Portal Publications has added the following title to
the cover: Ritual RT. Being the Ritual of Transmutation: Return to the Light of 8=3. Order of the RR et AC.
Official Ritual of the Adeptus Exemptus, (lacking p.9 & 13). *3: Adeptus Handbook: Being the Supreme
Ritual of the Hexagram and Sigils and Telesma From the Rose, 1896-1904, unpaginated but about 35pp
photocopy of (Waite’s?) manuscript including a full-page sketch, and numerous small sigils and symbols in
the text. *4: Adeptus Major, Being the Transformation From 5=6 to 6=5. Unpaginated but about 40pp. By
Westcott? Title is not in Collectanea Hermetica, “Typeset from the manuscript”, (publisher’s preface). *5:
Adeptus Minor. Being the Transformation From Portal 5=6. Photocopy of an illustrated manuscript,
c.1920’s, unpaginated but about 30pp, with symbols and a few diagrams, in a different hand, possibly
Westcott? I don't know what to say about the missing pages, these are complete photocopies yet those pages
were left blank, even though the other side of the page is present. In the preface to each the publisher
describes how the missing pages were not present in the copies that he reprinted them from and could not
explain why. All texts here are unobtainable on the net. Together $500.00
149.
Rosarium Philosphorum). THE ROSARY OF THE PHILOSOPHERS. Edited with a
Commentary by Adam McLean. Edinburgh: Magnum Opus Hermetic Sourceworks 1980, sewn white wraps,
130pp, 20 black & white woodcut illustrations, Magnum Opus Hermetic Sourceworks series No.6, vf copy.
Arguably the most sought after title in this historic series, there were three editions, a colored edition (only a
dozen or so produced), the B&W limited vinyl edition, and this which is an exact reprint. $275.00
150.
St. Germain) Cooper-Oakley, Isabel. - THE COUNT OF SAINT GERMAIN. Introduction by
Paul M. Allen. Blauvelt: Steiner Publications 1970, cloth & dj, 248pp. “ A remarkable source of valuable
insight.” (Allen). $25.00
151.
St. Germain) Fuller, Jean Overton. – THE COMTE DE SAINT-GERMAIN. Last Scion of the
House of Rakoczy. London: East-West Publications 1988 boards & dj, 335pp, a few plates, spine faded, tiny
spots on the foredge else fine. Very scarce. $200.00

152.
Scarborough, Dorothy. - THE SUPERNATURAL IN MODERN ENGLISH FICTION. NY:
Putnam’s & Sons 1917 1st ed, publ’s cloth, 329pp, a good only copy, spine darkened and a little chipped,
hinges cracked, text fine, binding firm. Eight chapters including The Gothic Romance, Modern Ghosts, The
Devil and his Allies, The Supernatural in Folktales, Supernatural Science, etc. $18.00
153.
Scholem, Gershom. – SHEKHINAH: THE PASSIVE-FEMININE MOMENT OF THE
GODHEAD. Translated from the German by Scott Thompson. [San Francisco: author, 1986] quarto, velobound, various paginations about 120pp, typescript, one of about 20 copies, never published. An English
translation of Von de Mystischen Gestalt der Gottheit 1962, with numerous marginal notes in pen by a friend
of the translator. The first published English translation appeared in 1997. See Sepher Yezirah below for
another Thompson translation. $200.00
154.
Scholz, B. F., M. Bath and D. Weston, editors. - THE EUROPEAN EMBLEM. SELECTED
PAPERS FROM THE GLASGOW CONFERENCE, 11-14 August 1987. Leiden: Brill 1990, tall 8vo, publ’s
blue gilt cloth, 185pp, numerous plates, errata slip, mint copy. Ten chapters including ones on Daniel
Cramer, emblems and Freemasonry, Thomas Palmer, Andreas Alciat. In print at $197.00. $145.00
155.
Schouten, J. - THE PENTAGRAM AS A MEDICAL SYMBOL. An Iconographical Study.
Nieuwkoop: De Graff 1968, glossy boards, 98pp, printed on coated stock and sewn. 41 plates and text
illustrations, small dent to back cover extending into a few pages else mint copy. An attractive production.
The author, a medical doctor, is director of the Municipal Museum of Gouda. $35.00
156.
Schweighart, Theophilus, [pseud of Daniel Mogling]. - PANDORA SEXTAE AETATIS sive
Speculum Gratiae, Das ist: Die ganze Kunst und Wissenschaft der von Gott Hocherleuchten Fraternitet
Christiani Rosenkreutz... photocopy of the 1617 edition, calf-backed brown fabrikoid boards, 74pp, fine
copy. This photocopy made by Leonard F. Pembroke is rather crudely done but legible and strongly bound.
Hereward Tilton’s Quest for the Phoenix nicely details Mogling’s importance. Originals are rare, not in
Cimelia Rhodostaurotica, nor Gardner but see his notes, five copies in WorldCat. $150.00
157.
Seligmann, Kurt. – THE HISTORY OF MAGIC. NY: Pantheon 1948 1st ed, large 8vo, cloth &
dj, 504pp, profusely illustrated in b&w, jacket a little rubbed with one small chip, book fine. One of the first
modern comprehensive histories of magic in English, it also serves as a splendid iconography thanks to the
profusion of well-chosen illustrations. $75.00
158.
Sepharial [pseud of Walter Gorn Old]. - MANUAL OF OCCULTISM. London: Rider 1973
(1910), recent brown fabrikoid in imitation of leather with raised bands and gilt decorated spine, 356pp, text
figures throughout, tiny private library label of Leonard F. Pembroke on spine, no other marks and fine
condition. $160.00
159.
SEPHER YETZIRAH, BOOK OF FORMATION. A Hebrew-English Interlinear Translation
with Collated Translations of Six Previous Editions. Translated and Edited by Scott Thompson.
[Unpublished manuscript. San Francisco: author] 1986, quarto, comb-bound, 205pp, extensive notes and
commentary, one of 25 numbered copies, with author’s presentation autograph, fine condition. Text in
Hebrew, German and English. Though his translation of Goethe’s Tales for Transformation (City Lights
1987, 2nd edition 2001) was successfully received, Thompson never submitted this for publication believing
it too scholarly and with limited audience, instead 25 copies were printed and distributed to friends such as
myself. The most thorough examination of the history of these six translations and a unique comparative
study of the differences. Thompson was a prodigy, fluent in English, German and Hebrew, he first
memorized the Hebrew edition, then so moved that he embarked upon this project. Complete text of six
previous editions plus extensive commentary, Friedman 1977, Kalisch 1877, Lenowitz 1976, Mordell 1975,
Stenring 1970, Westcott 1887, plus partial translation with commentary of 14 other editions and long

annotated chronological bibliography. There are also a number of charts examining letterforms. A unique
and important work. $275.00
160.
SEPHER YEZIRAH. The Book of Formation. Edited and Translated with Explanatory Notes by
Isidor Kalisch. Gillette: Heptangle Books 1987, publ’s gilt boards & dj, XIII+53pp, rubricated title page,
initial letters rubricated, with Hebrew extracts, mint copy. Beautifully printed letterpress and bound by hand.
$160.00
161.
Sesti, Giuseppe Maria. - THE GLORIOUS CONSTELLATIONS, HISTORY AND
MYTHOLOGY. Introduction by Elemire Zolla. NY: Harry N. Abrams 1991 1st ed, large quarto, silk cloth &
dj, 495pp, profusely illustrated in color and B&W, in new condition, mint. Perhaps the most magnificently
illustrated English language book on the history of constellations in all ancient and medieval civilizations.
Gorgeous book arts. $360.00

162.
Seward, A. F. - THE ZODIAC AND IT’S MYSTERIES. A Study of Planetary Influences Upon
the Physical Mental and Moral Nature of Mankind. Chicago: Author, nd, c.1922, small 8vo, publ’s gilt
illustrated cloth, 182pp, four plates on glossy stock, a few text figures, rear fly torn out, plates crudely
strengthened with now yellowing tape, spine lettering dull, binding a trifle worn. Difficult to find any reliable
information on Seward. According to Charles Jayne, who knew Seward, “He was called the ‘Boardwalk
Astrologer’ because of his ornate offices in both Chicago and Atlantic City. Later in life, during the 1930's,
he had his own railroad car, decorated with all kinds of mystical and magical objects, a real astrological
sideshow. He was apparently quite well-known in his day, even publishing his own yearly almanac, but
behind the show biz facade was one of the most brilliant technical astrologers of the day, something hidden
from all but his professional colleagues.” (The Best of Charles Jayne, 2009). $24.00
163.
Skinner, J. Ralston. - KEY TO THE HEBREW-EGYPTIAN MYSTERY IN THE SOURCE OF
MEASURE ORIGINATING THE BRITISH INCH AND THE ANCIENT CUBIT. With New Hebrew &
Numeric Index and Skinner Bibliography by John H. Drais. San Diego: Wizards Bookshelf 1982, new
edition, publ’s gilt cloth, sewn signatures, XVI+324+63+[6]+75pp plus folding chart at back, mint copy.

First published in 1871, this is an improved edition incorporating the second edition of 1894. For advanced
students of numerology, geometry, and gematria in relation to HPB’s writings. $78.00
164.
Snodgrass, Adrian. - ARCHITECTURE, TIME AND ETERNITY: Studies in the Stellar and
Temporal Symbolism of Traditional Buildings. New Delhi: International Academy of Indian Culture, 1990
first and only edition, quarto, cloth, two volumes, 622pp, profusely illustrated with 203 plates and text
illustrations, extensive notes, and lengthy bibliography, two cloth corners slightly bumped, text fine and
actually a new copy leftover from when I imported these from the publisher, but now OP and scarce. Easily
the most important recent book on esoteric and occult architecture and building alignment, a complete survey
of all the worlds traditions: Indian, Greek, Near Eastern, Christian, Chinese, Islamic, North American Indian,
Mesoamerican, African, and other lesser traditions. The author is informed by Martin Heidegger,
Traditionalist authors such as Guenon, Coomaraswamy, and ancient schools. $400.00
165.
Spare, Austin Osman. - A BOOK OF AUTOMATIC DRAWINGS. London: Catalpa Press 1972,
folio, 20 leaves (i.e. 40pp) printed on watermarked mould-made rag paper uncut and unbound, one of 200
numbered copies (this copy unnumbered), accompanied by a cancelled personal check handsomely signed
and issued by Spare (nicely printed with raised bank-mark and perforations, dated 1942), fine condition,
Harper A6a. 12 full page drawings plus text. According to Harper this was meant for the goat skin edition
but apparently left over. $225.00
166.
Spare) Semple, Gavin W. – ZOS-KIA. An Introductory Essay on the Art and Sorcery of Austin
Osman Spare. London: Fulgur 1995, small 8vo, sewn wraps with folding jacket, 51pp, signatures sewn,
finely printed and handsomely illustrated including eight plates on glossy stock, bookmark and magical card
laid-in, mint condition. 600 copies were printed plus 80 copies in hardcover. Harper quotes approvingly from
the preface, “One of the most authoritative critical works in recent years.” (Clive Harper, Revised Notes
Towards a Bibliography of Austin Osman Spare 1999) $350.00
167.
Spare) Harper, Clive. - REVISED NOTES TOWARDS BIBLIOGRAPHY OF AUSTIN OSMAN
SPARE. Sequim: Holmes 1999 stapled pamphlet, 43pp, mint. A rare example of professional bibliography
devoted to the occult, it was updated in 2005 with a few new titles added. $9.00
Nazis & the Occult
168.
Spence, Lewis. – WILL EUROPE FOLLOW ATLANTIS? London: Rider nd [c.1942], publ’s
blue cloth, 192pp, spine slightly cocked else fine. Highly unusual book in which one of the greatest
authorities on Atlantis sees parallels with Nazi Europe and the fabled lost continent, and one of the first
books on Nazi occultism in English. It follows his 1940 book The Occult Causes of the Present War, then
followed by The Occult Sciences in Atlantis (1943). See Godwin’s Atlantis and the Cycles of Time for an
excellent summary of these three books. Spence has been unfairly relegated to the margins of accepted
scholarship, yet even the great doubter Martin Gardner wrote that he is “the sanest of occult Atlantis
scholars.” One of Spence’s more difficult titles to find, only a few copies online. $88.00
169.
Spinoza) Waton, Harry. – THE KABBALAH AND SPINOZA’S PHILOSOPHY AS A BASIS
FOR AN IDEA OF UNIVERSAL HISTORY. Book Two: The Philosophy of Spinoza. NY: Spinoza Institute
of America 1932, publisher’s stout blue cloth, 270pp, back cover slightly marked and dented else fine
condition. Comprising Waton’s translation (with commentary) of De Intellectus Emendatione; and Cogitata
Metaphysica. Harry Waton (1871-1959) was a Russian-born American philosopher who translated many of
Spinoza’s works into English. $58.00
170.
Stauffer, Vernon. – NEW ENGLAND AND THE ILLUMINATI. Photocopy of the Columbia UP
1918 edition, quarto, comb-bound (heavy plastic spiral spine) XII+374pp, fine condition. Studies in History,
Economics and Public Law Vol. LXXXII, No.1, whole number 191. $14.00

171.
Stavenhagen, Lee, editor & translator. - A TESTAMENT OF ALCHEMY: Being the Revelations
of Morienus, Ancient Adept and Hermit of Jerusalem to Khalid Ibn Yazid ibn Mu'awiyya, King of the Arabs,
of the Divine Secrets of the Magisterium and Accomplishment of the Alchemical Art. Hanover: Brandeis
University Press 1974, slim octavo, cloth with dj, 76pp, vf copy. $115.00
172.
TABVLA SMARAGDINA. Broadside 16” x 17.5” printed on thick light green mould-made
hemp paper with flecks of silver, No.86 of 91 copies, signed, very fine condition. A Latin translation of the
Emerald Tablet, translated and beautifully printed letterpress by John Stahl, Evanescent Press, 1990. Printed
on the first legal hemp paper in America since the 1920s. $75.00
173.
Thorndike, Lynn. - A HISTORY OF MAGIC AND EXPERIMENTAL SCIENCE. NY:
Columbia University Press 1947-1964 [1st ed 1923-1958], publ’s thick green cloth, about 3000 pages, each
volume fully indexed with massive bibliography, extensive notes throughout, lovely condition, dust jacket to
volume VII (which is a first printing), from the library of Bernard Rosenthal with his tiny library label in
each volume. This is a beautiful early copy of a title reprinted many times by Columbia, getting crappier and
crappier with every run. To the unaccustomed eye most later printings will look the same, they are all in
green cloth but early sets like this are lovely and the recent printings are crudely bound, not sewn, difficult to
use without cracking the binding. This monument has been continuously in print since it was first published
in 1923. For the serious scholar, it is simply impossible to do research without it, in spite of Thorndike’s
famous hostility to ‘rejected knowledge.’ A complete history of all the major and minor figures.
“Indispensable.” (Antoine Faivre). In print at $1600.00. $1050.00
174.
Tompkins, Peter. - THE MAGIC OF THE OBELISKS. NY: Harper & Row, 1981, 1st ed, quarto,
cloth & dj, 470pp, very handsomely illustrated, a few tiny chips to the back of the (unclipped) jacket, a nice
copy of this fascinating book, part of his magnificent trilogy on megalithic cultures. $24.00
175.
TRANSACTIONS OF THE MANCHESTER ASSOCIATION FOR MASONIC RESEARCH.
[five issues] 1940, 1946, 1947, 1948, 1949, sewn wraps, about 160pp each, plates (some folding) and text
figures, spines cocked and a bit chipped else vg. A mix of the historical, the exoteric and the esoteric,
anonymously edited. $75.00
176.
Tuveson, Ernest Lee. – THE AVATARS OF THRICE GREAT HERMES. An Approach to
Romanticism. Lewisburg: Bucknell UP 1982, cloth & dj, 264pp, book fine jacket has a few trivial bits of
wear. Original work of research which for some will be way off the mark, others may find his attention to the
romantic poets and the American Transcendentalists to be valuable. $145.00
177.
Underwood, Peter. – INTO THE OCCULT. NY: Drake Publishing 1972 1st ed, boards & dj,
158pp, fine copy except for a long felt-pen gift inscription on the front fly which ends with “Dad please
don’t throw away all your books and wear sack cloth and ashes.” The late Peter Underwood was an old
customer and longtime researcher into all things psychical. This is an eccentric collection concerning ghosts,
black magic, Druidism, dreams and witchcraft including a chapter titled “Sex and Psychic Phenomena.” In
1975 his follow-up, Deeper Into the Occult was published. $20.00
178.
Van den Broek, Roelof, & Wouter J. Hanegraaff, editors. - GNOSIS AND HERMETICISM
FROM ANTIQUITY TO MODERN TIMES. SUNY 1998, glossy boards, sewn, 402pp, upper portion of
front board and spine sun-faded else a mint copy. The glued paperback is still in print, this sewn hardcover is
nearly impossible to find. $120.00
179.
Vaughan, Henry. – THE WORKS OF HENRY VAUGHAN. Edited by Leonard Cyril Martin.
Oxford: Clarendon Press 1914 1st ed, two volumes, fine polished blue Oxford cloth, 714pp (continuous
pagination), plates, mainly of title pages, fine copy with remains of dj laid-in. Includes Hermetical Physick
and most of his other Hermetic poems. Though his twin brother Thomas Vaughn is better known as an

Hermeticist, Henry was equally immersed in Hermetic thought though not as prolific on that subject. He was
greatly influenced by the metaphysical poet George Herbert, whom he may have been related to. $150.00
180.
Versluis, Arthur. - AMERICAN TRANSCENDENTALISM AND ASIAN RELIGIONS. NY:
Oxford Univ Press 1993 1st ed, cloth in dj, 355pp, many notes, bibliography, and index, mint copy. IP at
$160.00. $85.00
181.
Versluis, Arthur. – GNOSIS AND LITERATURE. Saint Paul: Studies in Religion and Literature
1996 1st ed, gilt decorated glossy boards, 248pp, autographed, vf condition. $33.00
182.
Versluis, Arthur. – TELOS. NY: Arkana 1987, glued paperback, 1st ed (apparently never
published in hardcover), 156pp, autographed presentation to David Fideler, acidic pages are now browning
else fine copy. $14.00
183.
Versluis, Arthur. – THEOSOPHIA. Hidden Dimensions of Christianity. Hudson: Lindisfarne
1994 1st ed, nice cloth binding with red lettered cover, 223pp, mint copy, autographed. According to the
author, only 200 copies of this cloth editions were issued. The first volume of a trilogy dedicated to esoteric
Christianity, invaluable. $100.00
184.
Versluis, Arthur.- THE ESOTERIC ORIGINS OF THE AMERICAN RENAISSANCE. NY:
Oxford University Press 2001 1st ed, cloth, 234pp, fine condition. Astounding really, changes everything.
$80.00
185.
Waite, A. E. - DEVIL WORSHIP IN FRANCE. With Diana Vaughan and the Question of
Modern Palladism. Introduction by R. A. Gilbert. Boston: Weiser 2003, cloth & dj, XXV+305pp, high
quality reprint, alkaline paper, sewn signatures, plus excellent new introduction to this work, mint copy. First
published in 1896. The complete contents are delineated in Coumont’s Demonology & Witchcraft. In print
at $50.00. $38.00
186.
Waite, Arthur Edward. - THE HOLY KABBALAH. A Study of the Secret Tradition in Israel as
Unfolded by Sons of the Doctrine for the Benefit and Consolation of the Elect Dispersed Through the Lands
and Ages of the Greater Exile. NHP: University Books 1975 reprint of the 1929 edition, later half fabrikoid,
raised bands gilt in compartments, cloth sides, sprinkled edges, XXXIV+636pp, frontis, new introduction by
Kenneth Rexroth, fine condition. Gilbert A41(b), noting the praise of Gershom Scholem. This UB reprint
omits the plates of the first (except the frontis). This binding (made for Leonard F. Pembroke) is so well done
it will fool most into thinking it leather when in fact it is industrial strength fabrikoid, an imitation leather
made of plasticized cloth extensively used by binders in the middle-late 20th century. $60.00
187.
Walker, D.P. - SPIRITUAL AND DEMONIC MAGIC: From Ficino to Campanella. London:
Warburg 1958 1st ed, tall octavo, Warburg’s grey linen, 244pp, notes, and index, Studies of the Warburg
Institute No.22, edited by G. Bing, trivial dust soiling to cloth but a vg-f copy. In 1976 Kraus issued a
reprint, both are rare, no copies of either online. Still in print in paper. $600.00
188.
Webb, James. - THE OCCULT ESTABLISHMENT. Vol. II: The Age of Irrational. Glasgow:
Richard Drew Publishing 1981, thick octavo, cloth & dj, 535pp, notes and index, fine, few copies were
printed and thus always difficult to find. One of the great histories, always entertaining and unfailingly
provocative. His focus is the 20th century, confidently roaming the entire map from the Nazis to Jung to
Gurdjieff to the O.T.O. Meant to be a companion to his The Occult Underground, though “it is not necessary
to have read [it] in order to follow the argument of the present book,” (Webb, from the preface). There is a
well known rumor that because of his critical treatment of Gurdjeffian circles, certain Fourth Way groups
conspired to kill Webb with a kind of thought-weapon. Webb did die a mysterious early death but what a
bunch of gullible balderdash. $110.00

189.
West, John Anthony. - SERPENT IN THE SKY. The High Wisdom of Ancient Egypt. NY:
Harper & Row 1979 1st ed, small quarto, publ’s white linen-cloth binding embossed with H & R’s emblem,
253pp, illustrated throughout with photographs, old woodcuts, diagrams, plus bibliography and index, an
unusually fine copy, dust jacket un-clipped, with a bold presentation inscription on the fly from West to
“Loretta.” The first comprehensive explication in English of Schwaller de Lubicz’s researches regarding the
origins of Egyptian civilization, an historic leap of understanding. West also famously questioned the dating
of certain Egyptian monuments--the Sphinx especially--finding a much earlier date and thus calling into
question the entire Old Dynasty chronology and opening in a marvelous way the age old question of Atlantis.
$90.00
190.
Wharton) Clark, J. Kent. - GOODWIN WHARTON. Oxford: Oxford University Press 1984,
hardcover with dj, 391pp, eight plates on glossy stock, small gift inscription on flyleaf else fine copy.
Wharton’s crazy adventures with alchemy and magic, his trance communication with angels and his search
for fairies and treasure are little known compared to his political exploits. This is the only full-length
biography and it nicely balances these two aspects. His family felt he went crazy in later years, claiming he
was sex obsessed. Wharton's unpublished autobiography is in the British Library and according to Roy
Porter in the ODNB, it "ranks high in the annals of psychopathology." $14.00
191.
Wilkinson, Richard H. – READING EGYPTIAN ART. A Hieroglyphic Guide to Ancient
Egyptian Painting and Sculpture. London: Thames & Hudson 1992 1st ed, tall 8vo, hardcover & dj, 224pp,
handsomely illustrated, very fine copy. $13.00
192.
Wilkinson, Richard H. - THE COMPLETE GODS AND GODDESSES OF ANCIENT EGYPT.
London: Thames & Hudson 2003 1st ed, tall 8vo, 256pp, profusely illustrated in color and b&w, printed on
coated paper, sewn signatures, very fine copy. $30.00
193.
Wilkinson, Richard H. - THE COMPLETE TEMPLES OF ANCIENT EGYPT. London: Thames
& Hudson 2000 1st ed, tall 8vo, boards & dj, 256pp, profusely illustrated in b&w, printed on coated paper,
sewn signatures, very fine copy. $30.00
194.
Wilkinson, Toby. - THE THAMES & HUDSON DICTIONARY OF ANCIENT EGYPT.
London: Thames & Hudson 2005 1st ed, tall 8vo, boards & dj, profusely illustrated in color and b&w, all
printed on coated paper, sewn signatures, very fine copy. With detailed bibliography and index. $30.00
195.
Wilson, Colin. – THE OCCULT. London: Hodder & Stoughton 1972, 2nd printing of the 1st ed,
hardcover & dj, 601pp, plates, fine copy, with Nick Schors book-label. $78.00
196.
WORLD THEOSOPHY. A Journal Devoted to the Art of Living. Edited by Marie R Hotchener,
Los Angeles, five issues from 1932, Vol.2, No.6 June, No.8 August, No.9 September, No.10 October, No.11
November, tall 8vo, sewn printed wraps, plates on glossy stock and numerous illustrations and text figures,
plus ads, one tiny worm hole through the entire text of No.8, but vg-f condition. Articles by HPB, Besant,
Leadbeater, Olcott, others. The August issue is entirely devoted to Olcott who died that year. All issues are
rare. $155.00
197.
Yates, Frances A. – GIORDANO BRUNO AND THE HERMETIC TRADITION. Chicago: Univ
of Chicago Press 1964 1st Am ed, (British sheets), publ’s green polished cloth, 466pp, frontis and 16 glossy
plates, front fly excised, large stain on spine o/w fine copy of the first edition. $24.00
198.
Yates, Frances A. – THEATRE OF THE WORLD. Chicago: Univ of Chicago Press 1969 1st Am
ed, publ’s violet colored cloth gilt decorated, 218pp, 25 plates, foredge spotted, spine bit faded, neat and
miniuscule pencil marginalia throughout (by Leslie Bigelow), a vg copy of this well made volume. Bigelow

was working on a major new biography of Dee when he died. About two thirds of Yates’ text concerns Dee
and Fludd, the rest on the esoteric history and Hermetic themes of English theatre including a richly detailed
chapter on Inigo Jones. $52.00
199.
Yates, Frances A. - ASTRAEA. The Imperial Theme in The 16th Century. London: Routledge
Kegan Paul 1975 1st ed, wine colored cloth in handsome dj, 233pp, 44pp of plates on glossy stock, very fine
unclipped copy. Much on Elizabethan chivalry. $95.00
200.
Yeats, W. B. - STORIES OF RED HANRAHAN: THE SECRET ROSE: ROSA ALCHEMICA.
London: A. H. Bullen, 1913, publ’s cloth-backed boards, 228pp, partially unopened, very fine
copy. According to the colophon the first edition of 1897 was under the general title 'The Secret Rose', while
in the present volume the revised version (from vol. VII of W. B. Yeats' Collected Works, 1908) has been
followed. Wade 104. A lovely if humble edition. $180.00
201.
Yeats, W. B. – ESSAYS. NY: Macmillan 1924 (1917), revised edition, publ’s green blindembossed cloth, 538pp, hinges strained else vg. Revised and enlarged a number of times after this though it
contains all the essays that most of my customers are interested in, magic, Blake, Anima Mundi, Christian
Rosencrux, and his essays on symbolism in poetry and painting. The end papers reproduce Yeats’ occult
bookplate, (by his friend H. T Horton), left out of later editions. $40.00
202.
Yeats) Foster, R. F. – W. B. YEATS: A LIFE. I: THE APPRENTICE MAGE 1865-1914.
Oxford: OUP 1997, heavy 8vo, boards, 840pp, color ep’s, 32 plates plus 18 text figures, mint. $10.00
203.
Yeats) Gorski, William T. – YEATS AND ALCHEMY. SUNY 1996 1st ed, glossy boards, sewn
signatures (paperbacks are glued), 224pp, vf copy. $55.00
204.
Yeats) Bachchan, Harbans Rai. – W. B. YEATS AND OCCULTISM. Foreword by T. R. Henn.
A Study of his Works in Relation to Indian Lore, the Cabbala, Swedenborg, Boehme and Theosophy. Delhi:
Motilal 1965 1st ed, publ’s cloth, 296pp, folding chart at back. $35.00
205.
Yeats) Bachchan, Harbans Rai. – W. B. YEATS AND OCCULTISM. Foreword by T. R. Henn A
Study of his Works in Relation to Indian Lore, the Cabbala, Swedenborg, Boehme and Theosophy. NY:
Weiser: 1974 (1965), cloth & dj, 296pp, a very good copy, Indian sheets with cancel title page. This is, as R.
A. Gilbert has said, “A much undervalued work of considerable importance.” With a folding chart detailing
the symbolism of the triangles. The unsigned jacket art is a classic of hippie psychedelia. $52.00
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206.
Anonymous]. THE MAGICIANS OWN BOOK, OR THE WHOLE ART OF CONJURING.
Being a Complete Handbook of Parlor Magic…and Intended as a Source of Amusement for One Thousand
and One Evenings. NY: Dick and Fitzgerald 1857, 1st ed, publishers blind stamped ‘watered’ brown cloth
with elaborately gilt spine and front cover, with both engraved and printed title pages, hundreds of charming
text illustrations throughout, XI+362pp plus 10pp of publisher ads at back, one signature partly detached
from threads otherwise a beautiful copy, binding strong and tight, pages clean and printed on excellent paper,
the gilt magician on the cover is bright and enchanting. Later reprinted in an undated 1870 edition, this is the
rare first edition (four copies in WorldCat) with dark impressions of the illustrations. The authorship has
never been definitively identified but according to Clarke & Blind’s Bibliography of Conjuring, (1920, p.8),
it is “attributed to George Arnold and Frank Cahill,” though they erroneously give the date of publication as
1851. Other authors have been proposed. $300.00
207.
Birdsong, Robert E. - ROSICRUCIAN LITERATURE LISTED IN THE UNION CATALOG
AND NOT TO BE FOUND IN THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS. Privately published. Written c. 1946-48,
hand-bound in crude binder’s boards, quarto, unpaginated, c.80pp, good copy. 291 titles fully described
including pagination, each with individual library location and card catalog number, organized by author.
Probably less than ten copies, compiled for personal research. Robert Birdsong (1912-1996) was an occult
bookdealer in Berkeley who did research for Manly Hall and was working on a third edition of Gardener’s
Bibliotheca Rosicruciana when he died, (never published). He wrote a number of books, most published in
small editions by his Sirius Press. It’s clear from the descriptions that he personally examined every title.
These are either the carbon copies of his typescript, or perhaps a mimeograph copy, boards are a little worn

but good condition, sturdily bound. Obviously many of these titles are now included in WorldCat, but I’ve
checked and others are certainly not, i.e. privately printed publications, periodicals and articles etc. $275.00
208.
Boehme, Jacob. – THE WAY TO CHRIST DISCOVERED AND DESCRIBED IN THE
FOLLOWING TREATISES: OF TRUE REPENTANCE. OF TRUE RESIGNATION. OF
REGENERATION. OF THE SUPERSENSUAL LIFE. To Which are Added Some Other Pieces Relative to
the Same Subjects. Also a Treatise on the Four Complexions. Bath: Printed by S. Hazard for T. Mills,
Bookseller, Wise-Street, Bristol, 1775 (1648), 12mo, old fabrikoid and ep’s, gilt lettered spine, XVI+390pp
(of 433pp), rust hole in title obscuring one letter, first and last two leaves (including title) with yellowing
tape now mostly concealed in the gutter, one page and three margins with yellowing tape repairs, occasional
contemporary annotations in the margins, “From Henry Brooke to John Ashburner” neatly inscribed in a
contemporary hand across the title page. From the library of Leonard F. Pembroke with his small library
label on the spine. First published in 1635, “the translations and notes are from the 1648 edition with some
alterations,” (British Museum Catalogue). This edition was re-issued by Watkins in 1911. The full contents,
each with a title page, are: “Of True Repentance. Of True Resignation. Of Regeneration. A Dialogue
Between a Scholar and his Master Concerning the Supersensual Life. A Discourse Between a Soul Hungry
and Thirsty after the Fountain of Life ... and a Soul Enlightened. An Appendix to a Large Treatise of
Election: Being a Compendium of Repentance. The Fifteenth Chapter of the Book, called the Three-fold Life
of Man. A Treatise of the Four Complexions. An Epistle from Jacob Behmen to a Person under Temptation
and Troubled of Mind. An Epistle from Jacob Behmen, to a Good Friend of His.” This book lacks the last 43
pages of ‘The Epistle’ otherwise the collation is complete. Buddecke II, p.63. $600.00
209.
Boehme) JACOB BOEHME. An Extract from the Catalogue of Printed Books of the British
Museum. A 13pp quarto photocopy made by Paul M. Allen, (A Christian Rosenkreutz Anthology) of a
special printing of the Boehme section, inspired by “A gift by Mr. Charles John Barker of fifty-seven works
by or about Jacob Boehme” (preface), necessitating a revision which was “defrayed” by Barker himself.
Occasional marginal notes by Allen. Quite useful as there is no scholarly bibliography of Boehme in English.
$10.00
210.
Bookdealer catalog) Gilbert, R. A. – CATALOGUE No.50 (1985) and No.52 B (1986) plus a
crumpled photocopy of CATALOG No.77 (1996), all titled ‘Hermetica’, stapled wraps, vg. Totaling 730
books each uniquely and often acerbically described by Robert A. Gilbert the Bristol based author of the
definitive biography and bibliography of A. E Waite and legendary dealer in rare occult and Hermetic books
(now semi-retired), a tremendous inspiration and guide for me. $75.00
211.
Bookdealer catalog) Hill, Jonathan A. – CATALOGUE 145, PARACELSUS. NYC 2002, 51pp,
sewn wraps, 41 pre-1600 items, numerous plates, some in color on glossy stock, a few penned notes on cover
(by Bernard Rosenthal), o/w vf. No US copies online. $16.00

212.
Bookdealer catalog) Krown & Spellman. – CATALOGUE 28, A. D. 2000. Beverly Hills c.1999,
glued wraps, 533 items, plates, mint copy, almost entirely on the occult, mainly early printed books. Sold
with: Krown & Spellman, CATALOGUE 13, ARS MAGICA. Books on Occult Sciences, Witchcraft,
Medicine & Alchemy, stapled wraps, 128 items, illustrated, both in vf condition. The late Frank Spelman
took the time here to provide complete collations for the early printed books, plus long descriptions. Before
the Internet, old catalogs like these didn't serve much of a purpose except to aggravate the modern reader, but
now with the internet they’ve been reborn as uniquely informative buying guides. Together $40.00
213.
Bookdealer catalog) Maggs Brothers. - CATALOGUE 822, EARLY MEDICINE, SCIENCE,
WITCHCRAFT AND MAGIC. London 1954, sewn wraps, 203pp plus frontis and eight plates on glossy
stock at back, 201 items, subject index, International Bookfinders’ rubber stamp on front cover, a very nice
copy. IB was one of the premier booksearching firms in the late 20th century, they only stamped books in
their reference library. This is a fantastic catalog with many remarkable Hermetic books, but since Maggs
must have printed too many copies this is common and cheap on the net, incommensurate with its value.
$24.00
214.
Bookdealer catalog) Quaritch, Bernard. – CATALOGUE 1300, CRYPTOGRAPHY. London
2002, sewn wraps, c.50pp, about 45 unnumbered items, color plates on glossy stock, a few pencillings on
front cover else vf. With a three page introduction by David Kahn. No US copies online. $22.00
215.
Bookdealer catalog) Quaritch, Bernard. – CATALOGUE 1305, ESOTERICA. London 2003,
sewn wraps, 120pp, 73 items described and fully illustrated, vf. Easily one of the greatest catalogs of rare
Hermetic books issued in the last 30 years, even when compared to the other great Quaritch catalogues.
Besides copies of Andreae, Fludd, Kircher, Lead, Lull, Reuchlin, etc & etc, and a copy of Dyas Chymica
Tripartita (1625), (with the famous ‘Macrocosm Microcosm’ plate by Merian which is reproduced) there are
some extraordinary manuscripts including one from the 17th Century in 15 volumes. No copies online.
$100.00

Introduction by Umberto Eco
216.
Bookdealer catalog) Quaritch, Bernard. – CATALOGUE 1322, THE ART OF MEMORY.
London 2004, sewn wraps, 56 items, color plates, price sheet laid-in, vf copy. With a six page introduction
by the late Umberto Eco who figures in my memoir. $90.00
217.
Bulwer, E. L. - ZANONI. Paris: A. & W. Galignani & Co 1842, 2nd edition (?), first edition was
also 1842, early half green ruled morocco, marbled sides, ep’s and all edges marbled, VIII+337pp, joints
edge-worn, somewhat foxed and musty, text block crisp, hinges tight, a very good copy of this classic of
Rosicruciana. “The well known author was a member of the Rosicrucian Society in England, and [this work]
embodies some of his happiest inspirations derived therefrom.” (Gardner, Bibliotheca Rosicruciana, 2nd ed,
No.117). Not in Caillet, (but see No.1790). Very influential on HPB, Annie Besant was also a big fan.
Bulwer is known for his purple prose, such as “It was a dark and stormy night.” First published in three
volumes in Paris, this is a one volume edition issued in the same year. Rare, only one copy in OCLC World
Cat. Bookplate of Thomas Arthur Kemmis, 1806-1858, member of Parliament, with signature of his wife on
ep. No copies online. $300.00
218.
Clarke, Sidney W. & Adolphe Blind. - THE BIBLIOGRAPHY OF CONJURING AND
KINDRED DECEPTIONS. Martino 1998 (1920), publ’s cloth, 84pp. Though not annotated there are at least
a few thousand titles. “We have purposely excluded books on the so-called occult arts… but we have
included references to books on natural magic which contain effects on which conjurers have based some of
their most cherished tricks” (introduction). $40.00
219.
Drummond, W. - THE OEDIPUS JUDAICUS. London: Reeves & Turner, 1866, new edition
revised. XLV+266pp, 18 B&W illustrations, 17 of which are full-page, 16 of which are zodiacal images.
very good copy in plain recent calf-backed boards, gilt lettered spine. The first edition of 1811 was limited to
just 200 copies, this second edition was also issued in a very limited though unknown number of copies and
is even rarer than the 1st ed, (no copies online). Added to this copy, and perhaps all copies is a two page
"addition" which follows the table of contents but is paginated separately (1-2pp). The binding is plain but
strong. Drummond was a Scottish philosopher best known for his influence on Shelley and Hume. The story
of this work, his most controversial, is complicated and best told in Joscelyn Godwin's The Theosophical
Enlightenment p.39-49, and also to a lesser degree in the introduction to the 1986 reprint by RILKO. It is the
heretical thesis that the Old Testament contains Hermetic and astrological symbolism. The influence of
Kircher is well known. $400.00
Best Edition
220.
Duveen, Denis. - BIBLIOTHECA ALCHEMICA ET CHEMICA: An Annotated Catalogue of
Printed Books on Alchemy, Chemistry and Cognate Subjects in the Library of Denis I. Duveen. To Which is
Added: THE DUVEEN COLLECTION OF ALCHEMY & CHEMISTRY AND THE DUVEEN
COLLECTION OF BALNEOLOGY. H&S 1986 [2nd edition], large heavy octavo, publ’s black cloth,
669+98pp plus 16 plates at back, sewn binding, very fine copy of a very well made volume. Along with John
Ferguson’s Bibliotheca Chemica, this is the finest modern bibliography of antiquarian and early books on
alchemy in English, and an especially good edition as the publishers have added the Kraus sale catalogue
(No.62) which contains the 654 books (with an introduction by Duveen) on balneology. It was Duveen’s
intention to amass a library comparable to that of the Young collection in Glasgow, then the largest such
library in the world. It was first published in an edition of 300 by the esteemed bookseller Ernest Weil, but
soon after that Duveen gave up alchemy and began to collect chemistry. The catalog on balneology (the
curative properties of hot springs and mineral baths) serves as valuable and rare reference. This H&S edition
was originally published at $240.00 but now that Brill is distributing this the new price has been reduced to
$116.00. See Neu below. $100.00
221.
Duveen, Denis. - BIBLIOTHECA ALCHEMICA ET CHEMICA: An Annotated Catalogue of
Printed Books on Alchemy, Chemistry and Cognate Subjects in the Library of Denis I. Duveen. Martino
1995 (1949), publ’s stout cloth, 669pp, mint copy. The second greatest bibliography of alchemy in English.

The original edition was published by Ernest Weil in an edition of 300 copies. One of Martino’s best reprints
with sewn signatures and attractive cloth, he later resorted to cheap glued things. $75.00
222.
Edwards, Charles. – THE HISTORY AND POETRY OF FINGER-RINGS. NY: Redfield 1855
1st ed, publisher’s red cloth, small 8vo, gilt device on spine, 239+[12]pp (Redfield catalog), frontispiece
printed in red and metallic gold, woodcuts in the text, hinges cracking, spine dull and a bit marked otherwise
a crisp nice copy. Not about poetry but the beauties and curiosities of finger-rings with many marvelous
discussions of their history and symbolism in ancient times, their lore and legend in medieval courts, and use
by physicians, magicians, theologians, etc & etc. $80.00
223.
Ellis, William Smith. - THE ANTIQUITIES OF HERALDRY. Collected from the Literature,
Coins, Gems, Vases, and Other Monuments of Pre-Christian and Mediaeval Times; with a Catalogue of
Early Armorial Seals: Tending to Show that Modern Heraldry Embodies or is Derived From the Religious
Symbols, the Military Devices, and the Emblems of the Heathen Deities of Antiquity. London: John Russell
Smith, 1869 1st ed, contemporary red beveled cloth, gilt spine, top gilt, 18 B&W plates and two in color,
some misbound but complete, title page a bit stained, binding rather waterstained with subsequent wrinkling
of spine, periodic waterstaining to text block, occasionally affecting a few plates, but a solid copy of a well
made volume with hidden Masonic and occult references. $150.00
224.
Ferguson, John. - BIBLIOTHECA CHEMICA: A Catalogue of the Alchemical, Chemical and
Pharmaceutical Books in the Collection of the Late James Young of Kelly and Durris. Glasgow: James
Maclehose, 1906 first edition in cloth (a very small number were in half-morocco), heavy quartos,
publisher's light maple-colored polished buckram over boards, gilt lettered spines, raised joints,
XXI+487+598, B&W photogravure frontispieces, facsimile manuscript pages, with additions and corrections
to both volumes at the end of volume II, partly unopened copy, "Printed for private distribution by his
family." Spines trivially faded, inoffensive wrinkle to one spine else a very fine, bright & fresh copy, joints
uncrushed, no foxing, stains or wear, the photogravure portraits are very bright and quite remarkable in
preservation. $1100.00
225.
Garden Library) Sotheby’s. - THE COLLECTION OF THE GARDEN LTD, MAGNIFICENT
BOOKS AND MANUSCRIPTS. Foreword by Nicolas Barker. Afterword by Haven O’More. NY Sotheby’s
1989 heavy quarto, cloth, unpaginated, 309 titles, plates and illustrations on almost every page, some in
color, printed on glossy stock, addendum, estimates, and prices realized laid-in, vg-f copy. Haven O’More
was one of the most demanding and preposterous customers I’ve ever dealt with (and that’s saying a lot), but
it can’t be denied that by using other people’s money he did gather together quite a collection, with heavy
emphasis on Hermetic, Neoplatonic and mystical authors. This is a common book on the internet but the
vast majority seem to lack the estimates and prices realized. $45.00

226.
Gardner, F. Leigh. – A CATALOGUE RAISONNE OF THE WORKS ON OCCULT
SCIENCES. Vol 1 ROSICRUCIAN BOOKS. (Cover title: ‘Bibliotheca Rosicruciana’). Introduction by
William Wynn Westcott. [London] Privately Published 1923, 2nd ed revised and enlarged, tall 8vo, publ’s
polished blue cloth, XXIII+101pp, inserted portrait frontis of Andreae, 761 titles, one of 500 numbered &
signed copies, this copy number six but unsigned, spine a bit wrinkled else a fine copy, printed on chalk
paper, booklabel of Marks & Company, contemporary ownership stamp of the San Diego collector Larry C.
Martin. Gardner (1857-1930) was a British stock broker and bookdealer who claimed to have examined each
title here, though in my experience that was not, apparently, the case. Still an important reference with many
unique observations. The 1903 first edition contained 604 titles. $95.00
227.
Gardner, F. Leigh. – A CATALOGUE RAISONNE OF THE WORKS ON OCCULT
SCIENCES. Vol 1 ROSICRUCIAN BOOKS. Introduction by William Wynn Westcott. Kila: Kessinger
undated rpt of the 1923 2nd ed, tall 8vo, plain glued wraps, XXIII+101pp, portrait frontis, 761 titles, vf
condition. A complete though cheap reprint done on a high-speed photocopier by this unscrupulous pirateer.
$12.00
228.
Gardner, F. Leigh. – A CATALOGUE RAISONNE OF THE WORKS ON OCCULT
SCIENCES. Vol. III. FREEMASONRY. A Catalogue of Lodge Histories (England) with a preface by
William Wynn Westcott. Edmonds: Sure Fire Press 1989 (1912) stapled wraps, [2]+37pp, mint copy. Cover
title ‘Bibliotheca Masonica.’ Though not stated the original 1912 edition was limited to 300 copies. Both the
original and this reprint are scarce. $9.00
229.
Gichtel, Johann Georg. - THEOSOPHIA PRACTICA. Des Auserwehlten Rust-Zeugs und
Mannes Gottes/ Johann Georg Gichtels. Funfte Theil. [Leiden, np, 1722], octavo, contemporary dark brown
calf, raised bands, gilt decorated spine, covers blind-ruled, marbled ep’s, gilt gauffered edges with clouds
and chains, [1]-3107-3856pp, a few woodcut ornaments, occasional foxing, gilt dull, two corner tips a bit

chipped, one small chip from head of spine but a very good copy, binding tight and sound, lays flat. The fifth
of a seven volume work. Gichtel [1638-1710] is best known as the first compiler of Boehme’s works. “After
Boehme came Johann Georg Gichtel, who did more to make theosophy a living, experiential, spiritual praxis
than perhaps anyone since,” (Arthur Versluis, Theosophia, p.67). His life and works are well delineated in
Hanegraaff’s Dictionary of Gnosis. Theosophia Practica contains many remarkable observations that are
beyond Behmenist theology and would seem to be an untapped mine of esoterica. “In the volumes of
Gichtel’s Theosophia Practica we find many references to paranormal or miraculous events,” (Hanegraaff).
Complete sets are almost impossible to obtain and thus it will be up to the diligent collector/librarian to
cobbled together a set as they come one by one. Not in Caillet, Jouin & Descreux, Gardner, Rosenthal, and
not in Bibliotheca Esoterica but see 186. $380.00
230.
Gottlieb, Jean S. - A CHECKLIST OF THE NEWBERRY LIBRARY’S PRINTED BOOKS IN
SCIENCE, MEDICINE, TECHNOLOGY, AND THE PSEUDOSCIENCES, CA. 1460-1750. Garland 1992,
quarto, publ’s stout cloth, 312pp, about 3000 titles fully described, mint copy. The serious collector of
Renaissance and Enlightenment books will find this well planned and printed work useful, the vast majority
relating to witchcraft, magic and early science, bargain price. $16.00
231.
Hall, Manly P. - GREAT BOOKS ON RELIGION AND ESOTERIC PHILOSOPHY. With a
Bibliography of Related Material Selected from the Writings of Manly P Hall. LA: The Philosophical
Research Society 1985 2nd ed revised and expanded, glued booklet, 110pp, several illustrations, and index,
one corner of text block a bit bent else a mint copy. Highly recommended handbook, especially at such a low
price and one of the few such available. Hall had an encyclopedic knowledge of esoteric books, he divides
this huge subject up into three areas and gives lucid, always interesting assessments of their history,
bibliography and relative importance. Includes a separate bibliography of the ‘Great Books’ and complete
index of all titles. Still in print. There is a bit of uncharacteristic puffery by Hall here, but for me it's hard to
find any fault since Hall was the only person in the history of United States to found and operate a large,
professionally run library of rare and important books on esoteric philosophy open to the public, and free of
charge. There has been nothing before or since. He was one of the most influential figures for decades, and
more than anything an indefectible book collector and superbly informed bibliophile. The 16 page
introduction concerns Hall’s extensive book adventures, the famed Hauser sale, etc. $8.00
232.
Hitchcock) Cohen, I. Bernard. – ETHAN ALLEN HITCHCOCK OF VERMONT, SOLDIER,
HUMANITARIAN, AND SCHOLAR. Contained in Proceedings of the American Antiquarian Society Vol.
61 Part I, Worcester 1951 1st ed, publ’s sewn wraps, 182pp, one plate on glossy stock, corner of text block a
bit bumped else a fine copy, printed on thick paper, with the name stamp of Richard H. Shryock (1893-1972)
American medical historian and author. The Cohen paper is p.29 – 137, and besides a few pages of
obituaries--including Charles Eliot Goodspeed, famed Boston antiquarian bookdealer--the rest of the volume
is devoted to Theodore Bolton’s The Book Illustrations of F. O. C. Darley. Cohen’s monograph has been
reprinted a number of times, and it was reviewed in ISIS (1952) by Walter Pagel. One of the many charms is
a facsimile of the original 23 page Bangs & Merwin auction catalogue of his remarkable library, one half of
which was sold elsewhere and now seems to have been lost to history. In the 1980’s the catalog was
reprinted by The Alchemical Press (J. D. Holmes) but without Cohen’s exhaustive text, which includes an
annotated bibliography of EAH, and a wonderful ‘Bibliography and Guide to Further Reading.’ Very scarce.
$110.00
233.
Hitchcock) AT PRIVATE SALE. CATALOGUE OF BOOKS ON HERMETIC PHILOSOPHY,
BEING THE ENTIRE COLLECTION OF GENERAL E. A. HITCHCOCK. Edmonds: Alchemical Press nd,
rpt of 1862 auction catalog, stapled wraps, 23pp, vf. This was in fact only about half of his library. $12.00

234.
Hughan, William James. – MASONIC SKETCHES AND REPRINTS. NY: Masonic Publishing
Company 1879 1st ed, tall 8vo, publ’s brown pebbled cloth, beveled edges, gilt lettered spine and cover,
224pp plus 4pp catalog of Masonic books, folding frontis, title rubricated, yellow ep’s, top of front joint torn
about half an inch, covers a bit marked, title a bit soiled else a vg tight copy. Many papers on the history of
Masonry in York, plus accounts of Higgins, Knights Templar, Royal Arch, and examinations of rare mss in
the British Library, though most of the text will bore those looking for ‘the secret of the ages’. Alphonse
Cerza, in his Masonic Reader’s Guide selects Hughan (1841-1911) for special place among the many authors
he could have chosen for his chapter on ‘Select Masonic Authors.’ $122.00
235.
Kircher) Stolzenberg, Daniel, editor. - THE GREAT ART OF KNOWING, THE BAROQUE
ENCYCLOPEDIA OF ATHANASIUS KIRCHER. Stanford: Stanford University Libraries 2003, quarto,
sewn folding wraps, 160pp, magnificently illustrated, very fine condition, a beautifully designed and printed
volume. This catalog celebrates in part Stanford’s acquisition of 50 rare books by Kircher and serves as a
catalog to an exhibition held in the Green Library (Stanford’s rare book library). Not long before this,
Kircher’s works were considered fringe and of dubious value even for the most adventurous academic
researchers, then suddenly he became--as Paracelsus has, and Cardano, and the Hermetic world in general-worthy of such a prestigious institution. Late-comers for sure. $350.00
236.
Lacoff, Cheryl Klein, editor. - PARAPSYCHOLOGY, NEW AGE AND THE OCCULT: A
Source Encyclopedia. Greenwich: Reference Press International 1993, quarto, glued paperback, 526pp,
publishers index and topic index, one corner of text block a tiny bit bent else mint. A massive directory
listing the names, addresses, phone numbers and orientation of thousands of groups and individuals, some
famous some not, with commentary. Churches, societies, psychics, skeptics, firewalkers, healers, astrologers,
numerologists, vampires, yoga centers, etc & etc. I used this reference extensively at one point, looking for
libraries and institutions that might be developing specialized book collections. Obviously out of date, it now
serves as a useful snapshot of the period. About 16,000 entries, with remarkable detail. $22.00

237.
Lattanzi, Agostino. - BIBLIOGRAFIA DELLA MASSONERIA ITALIANA E DI
CAGLIOSTRO. Olschki 1974 1st ed, large 8vo, sewn wraps, cover and title page rubricated, plates
throughout, 455pp, very fine copy. Over 2,000 rare titles fully described, with index, appendixes, and
introduction. A handsomely produced book, better than most cloth bound academic books. This is a
significant and little known bibliography with great detail and fine plates on coated stock. The only copies
online are in Europe. $95.00
238.
MAGNI PHILOSOPHORUM ARCANI REVELATOR SCRUTATORES OPERIS OMNIA AD
SUUM LABOREM NECESSARIA CLARISSIME EXPLICATA. Tractatus Contentos Proxima Indicat
Pagina, Geneva: Samuelem De Tournes 1688, 1st ed, recent handsome polished calf with leather label, raised
bands, blind stamps in compartments, new and sympathetic ep’s (using old paper), [2]+[1-8]+9- 490]+9+[l
blank]pp. Portrait of Hermes Trismegistus on the title page, engraved plate of apparatus on page 302, old
library stamp on title partly erased and lightly affecting the Hermes portrait, title page trimmed a bit close,
other margins good, sporadic light foxing, a very good and pleasing copy. Five tracts in this volume, all on
the transmutation of metals, the longest (302pp) is: Pretiosissimi Arcani Arcanorum et Philosohorum
Magisterii verissima ac Purissima Revelatio. De Transmutatione Metallorum in qua dicta obscura
Philosophorum optime ac clarissime deteguntur Recens in lucen edita A quodam Philosopho Anonyme. Both
Duveen (p.379), and Ferguson (II, p.52), list the other four works and provide additional notes. According to
Ferguson this is the first appearance in print of four texts. Bibliotheca Esoterica 2843, Wellcome IV, p.28
(lacks the plate). OCLC records four complete copies, two in Paris, two in the US. $1600.00
239.
Mather, Cotton. - THE WONDERS OF THE INVISIBLE WORLD. BEING AN ACCOUNT OF
THE TRYALS OF SEVERALL WITCHES LATELY EXECUTED IN NEW ENGLAND. To Which is
Added a Further Account of the Trials of the New England Witches by Increase Mather. London: John
Russell Smith 1862, old red buckram (original?) with printed paper label (worn), XVI+[2]+291pp, engraved
portrait frontispiece, one other plate, binding worn, front hinge strained, rear hinge cracked, text very good.
Library of Old Authors series, charmingly typeset. There are many editions, this is complete, see Coumont,
Demonology & Witchcraft m32.9. $40.00

240.
Monte-Snyders, Johanus, de. - TRACTATUS DE MEDICINA UNIVERSALI. Frankfurt &
Leipzig: Thomas Matthaie, 1678, 1st ed, 12mo, 176pp, fine modern mottled calf, gilt label, raised bands with
gilt rules, original ep’s, text slightly and evenly browned, tiny stain to one page obscuring two letters, a very
good to fine copy, with engraved emblem to part two, and with the calligraphic signature of the chemist Carl
Magnus von Hell, ‘Carolus Hell’ (1849-1926) on the front pastedown. A treatise on the “universal panacea”
and transmutation. Monte-Snyder’s identity is unclear, according to Ferguson he may have been the
grandson of Levius Lemnius from whom he obtained the tincture with which he made several famous
transmutations. Monte-Snyder was one of Newton's favorite authors, whose works he studied over a long
period of time. He wrote a commentary on this text titled "The Three Mysterious Fires: Commentary on
Monte -Snyder's Tractatus de Medicina Universali." See Dobbs, Foundations of Newton’s Alchemy, p.16871 for an analysis of both the text and Newton’s considerable attention to it. Only the Duveen and Young
copies in NUC, no copy at American or British auction 1975-2015, not in Zisska. Wellcome IV, p.160,
Duveen p.411 (1662 edition), Ferguson II, p.105, Caillet 7690. $2800.00
241.
Neu, John, editor. - CHEMICAL, MEDICAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL BOOKS PRINTED
BEFORE 1800 IN THE COLLECTIONS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN LIBRARIES. Madison:
University of Wisconsin 1965, tall octavo, stout cloth with dj, 280pp, 4,442 works cited most with full
collations, fine in chipped jacket with large piece missing at back, Bernard M. Rosenthal’s copy with his
small library label. In 1951 Wisconsin bought the pre-1800 books from the Duveen collection and all his pre1800 volumes are listed here (but without Duveen's annotations), and thus this serves as an essential
companion to his famed Bibliotheca Alchemica Et Chemica, especially considering that many of Duveen's
pre-1800 books were never listed in his catalogue, and since their purchase of his collection Wisconsin has

avidly purchased many other titles, some of which are of the greatest importance. However, often forgotten
is that Duveen also collected books on balneology (as that subject is integral to the history of chemistry) but
these have never been cataloged except in the Kraus sale catalog (No.62, [1953]), and reprinted only once as
far as I know, in the H&S edition of Duveen. Heavily remaindered long ago yet still cheap on the net. $14.00
242.
Paracelsus) PARACELSUS: A CATALOGUE OF WORKS PUBLISHED 1529-1793
PRESERVED IN GLASGOW UNIVERSITY LIBRARY. Introduction by David Weston. Glasgow:
Glasgow University Library 1993 stapled pamphlet, 45pp, vf. Full bibliographic citations (without
collations) of 185 pre-1800 titles plus a small section of MSS, most from the famed Young collection. The
only copy online is $350.00. $35.00
Pondered by Newton
243.
Philo. – PHILÅONOS IOUDAIOU SYGGRAMMATA [Greek title then…] PHILONIS
IVDAEI, OMNIA QVAE EXTANT OPERA. Ex accuratissima Sigismundi Gelenii, & aliorum
interpretatione, Partim ab Adriano Turnebo, Professore regio, è Christianissimi Regis Bibliotheca, partim à
Davide Hoeschelio ex Augustana, edita &c. illustrata. Huic nouissimae editioni accessere Variae lectiones &
elegantissimus eiusdem Philonis, de Septemario libellus & de Prividentia Dei fragmenta, cur rerum Indice
locupletissmo. Paris: Lutetiae 1640, folio, [XVI, all blanks]+1200+[78]pp (the last being 72pp of index,
variae lectiones, and six blanks), full contemporary vellum over thick boards, covers blind-stamped with
large lozenge, contemporary printed paper spine label (tiny chip), remains of ties, title rubricated with large
woodcut of ship in full sail on title, rust hole to C affecting a few letters, hinges cracked and joints splitting
(cords strong), a very nice copy, vellum clean, text bright without foxing, staining or age darkening, binding
tight, quite attractive, lays flat, Greek & Latin in parallel columns. The complete works of Philo Judaeus
edited by Adrianus Turnebus (1512-1565), first published in 1551 (“mais incomplete,” Brunet), then
enlarged in 1591, and enlarged again for this final edition, reprinted in Frankfort 1691. “He more than any
other writer, exhibits to us the process by which two great streams of thought, from Greece and from Judaea,
came to unite in one...for it was Philo more than any single writer, who prepared the way for that marriage of
Greek thought with Christianity which was the main agency in the development of theology in the early
church.” (Edward Caird - The Evolution of Theology in the Greek Philosophers, II, p.183 seq.). Isaac
Newton owned a copy of this 1640 edition, (Harrison, Library of Isaac Newton No.1300), and lengthy
discussions of Newton’s interest are detailed in Dobbs’ The Janus Face of Genius. There is an important
discussion by Philo on the Temple of Solomon here that captivated Newton, see Manuel, Isaac Newton
Historian p.268 seq. Lynn Thorndike provides a substantial exposition of Philo’s astrology and magic in
volume one of History of Magic & Experimental Science, and K. S. L. Guthrie, in The Alexandrian Philo
Judaeus (1909) brings out the Neoplatonic esoterica ignored by most scholars. $850.00

244.
Pratum, Todd Leif. - DARK IMPRESSIONS: 35 YEARS AS A DEALER IN BOOKS ON THE
OCCULT. Contained in Octagon II, edited by Hans Thomas Hakl. Gaggenau: Scientia Nova 2016, glossy
hardcover, c.500pp, sewn signatures, illustrated, new book not yet published, due June 2016. 300 copies
only. This is volume two of a four volume work that both documents the history and practice of the occult
and or esotericism, and a full catalog of the 38,000 volume collection that is The Octagon Library, the largest
occult library in private hands. This volume contains my 65 page memoir ‘Dark Impressions,’ and 14 other
essays and papers in English by various authors. Volume one--the German language texts--has just been
published, volume two will contain the English language texts (including one by Joscelyn Godwin), the third
volume will contain the French texts and volume four the Italian texts. This an historic publishing event,
nothing like it has ever been done. My memoir includes descriptions of some special rare books, libraries
I’ve purchased, my seven bookshops and my catalog business with accounts of some noteworthy customers
and their libraries, other occult dealers, book hunting in exotic lands, “digital delusions,” battles with the
FBI, and how I got into the book business in the first place, with a postscript on ‘Collecting Books in the
Internet Age,’ illustrated with photographs. This book will not be distributed in North America. Besides
volume two I can also supply the other volumes as they are published, please inquire. Special pre-order price
(pre-payment required, libraries excepted). NB: the scan is of volume one, German language texts. $100.00
245.
Ritman Library) Gilly, Carlos. - PARACELSUS IN DER BIBLIOTHECA PHILOSOPHICA
HERMETICA. Ausstellung zum 500 geburtsjahr des Theophrastus Bombast von Hohenheim Paracelsus
Genannt. Amsterdam: In De Pelikaan 1993, quarto, stiff glossy folding wraps, sewn, 85pp, with separately
printed index laid in, nearly 100 illustrations, mainly of title pages, fine copy. 85 texts and editions described
in detail. Out of print for some time now, no US copies online. $75.00
246.
Ritman Library) J. R. LA GNOSE HERMETIQUE: Catalogue d’une Exposition de la Bibliotheca
Philosophica Hermetica. Introduction by J.R. Ritman. Amsterdam: Bibliotheca Philosophical Hermetica
1991, quarto, plain wraps, 87pp, 13 B&W plates, vf condition. Exhibition catalogue, similar in format but
entirely different from their 1988 catalogue with the same title. $12.50
247.
Saxl, Fritz & Hans Meier. - CATALOGUE OF ASTROLOGICAL AND MYTHOLOGICAL
ILLUMINATED MANUSCRIPTS OF THE LATIN MIDDLE AGES. Volume III Parts I & II:
MANUSCRIPTS IN ENGLISH LIBRARIES. London: Warburg 1953, two volumes, publ’s polished blue

gilt cloth, LXXV+446pp, Pt.II: 65+XCIIpp (plates). Sold with Patrick McGurk. - ASTROLOGICAL
MANUSCRIPTS IN ITALIAN LIBRARIES OTHER THAN ROME. Warburg 1966, bound as the above,
XXX+111+XIIpp (plates), one corner of binding bumped else very fine condition. The last volume
constitutes Part IV of the series. Plates are on chalk paper. In the general editor’s introduction to part one,
Harry Bober apologizes for a catalog of English-language materials paradoxically written in German,
(despite the English language title), but explains that Saxl died unexpectedly in 1948 and Meier was killed in
a London bombing raid. These three volumes are the only ones Warburg published, the others were
published by the Heidelberger Academy in 1915 & 1917. $420.00

248.
Sickles, Daniel. - THE GENERAL AHIMAN REZON AND FREEMASON'S GUIDE.
Containing Monitorial Instructions in the Degrees of Entered Apprentice, Fellow-Craft and Master Mason,
with Explanatory Notes, Emendations and Lectures Together with the Ceremonies of Consecration and
Dedication of New Lodges. Installation of Grand and Subordinate Officers, Laying Foundation Stones,
Dedication of Masonic Halls, Grand Visitations, Burial Services, Regulations for Processions, Masonic
Calendar etc. To Which are Added a Ritual for a Lodge of Sorrow, and the Ceremonies of Consecrating
Masonic Cemeteries. Also an Appendix with the Forms of Masonic Documents, Masonic Trials, etc.
Masonic Publishing & Manufacturing Co., 1866 1st ed, publ’s extra gilt blue beveled cloth, Masonic ‘G’ gilt
to front cover, XII [13]+408pp, many full page plates and text figures, a good-only copy, title loose, cat
scratches and small tears to spine, a few margins torn, one plate nearly detached but a complete copy with
the engraved portrait frontis and additional frontis following the preface, paper bright, attractive binding.
Besides Sickles own preface there is one preceding his by William S. Rockwell on the meaning of Ahiman
Rezon. Sickles (1819-1914) murdered his wife’s lover and was the first person in America to use the
temporary insanity defense. He was friends with Fanny White, the famed Washington DC madam, a Civil
War general whose leg was blown off by a cannonball at Gettysburg, later becoming a congressman. “In
Washington he would regularly visit his leg bones which he had donated to the Army Medical Museum, still
on display today.” (DAB, which along with every other biographical reference I’ve checked fails to mention
that he was a Freemason and author of three books on the subject). $160.00
249.
Singer, Dorothea Waley. - CATALOGUE OF LATIN AND VERNACULAR ALCHEMICAL
MANUSCRIPTS IN GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND DATING FROM BEFORE THE 16TH
CENTURY. Brussels: Lamertin 1928 1st ed, three volumes, heavy 8vo, recent (and well done) white
buckram with gilt lettering on spines and front covers, XXIII+1179pp, (continuous pagination), sewn

signatures, fine condition with original wrappers mounted on front pastedowns. Very rare, never reprinted
and the only copy I’ve seen for sale in 35 years, (and I bought this 30 years ago). $900.00
250.
Vibert, Lionel. - THE RARE BOOKS OF FREEMASONRY. Edmonds: Sure Fire Press 1987,
(1923) stapled wraps, 35pp, mint copy. Inexpensive reprint of this classic that covers mostly the 18th
century, with some good but sparse annotations. $6.00
251.
Watkins, Larissa P. – AMERICAN MASONIC PERIODICALS 1811-2001. A Bibliography of
the Library of the Supreme Council, 33, S. J. S. Brent Morris, editor. Forewords by C. Fred Kleinknecht, and
Joan K. Sansbury. Oak Knoll Press & The Library of the Supreme Council, 33, S.J. 2003 1st ed, quarto,
publ’s cloth, XXXIII+331pp, illustrated throughout with reproductions of title pages and text illustrations
from old books, fine copy. An exhaustive record of nearly 700 Masonic periodicals, with complete
description of contents, purpose, editorial slant and history. In print at $75.00. $44.00
252.
Wellcome Library) A CATALOGUE OF PRINTED BOOKS IN THE WELLCOME
HISTORICAL MEDICAL LIBRARY. Foreword by Sir Henry Hallett Dale. Martino & the Wellcome
Library 1962-2006. Five volumes: Volume 1: Books Printed Before 1641 [Authors A-Z], Volume 2 Books
Printed From 1641-1850 Authors A-E, Volume 3: Authors F-L, Volume 4: Authors M-R, Volume 5:
Authors S-Z, complete, quarto, publ’s blue cloth, 407+540+565+603+549pp, volumes 1 & 2 are Martino
reprint, others by Wellcome. The library catalogue of the largest medical library in the world, a colossal
reference with elaborate annotations. The Wellcome Library’s goal is to have a copy of every medical book
ever published, from every tradition: Shamanistic, allopathic, homeopathic, Hermetic, Vedic, Tibetan,
Chinese, Islamic, quackery, herbalism, folklore, etc & etc. The set looks almost uniform as the Martino
bindings copy quite nicely the Wellcome bindings, all have sewn signatures, and Martino copied the
annotated copies of Wellcome’s file copies with all their marginal notes and corrections. Wellcome still has
vols 3-5 at about 145.00 GPB. But why buy this print edition when it is online now for free? And especially
why buy volume five after you read the excoriating review by Roger Gaskell in The Book Collector (2007, a
copy of which is included here)? Maybe because like me you are sick of staring at a little white box all day.
$350.00
253.
Witsius, H[ermanus] [Hermann Witsius, 1636-1708]. - AEGYPTIACA, ET DEKAPHYLON.
SIVE DE AEGYPTIACORUM SACRORUM CUM HEBRAICIS COLLATIONE LIBRI III. ET DE
DECEM TRIBUBUS ISRAELIS LIBER. DIATRIBE DE LEGIONE FULMINATRICE
CHRISTIANORUM. Amstelodami: J. Borst 1696, 2nd ed, (1st 1683), octavo in fours, [9]+492pp, engraved
title, printed title, woodcut ornaments, contemporary blind-stamped vellum, raised bands, vellum a little
stained, wrinkled and bowed, hinges tight, internally fine. Printed on excellent paper with dark impressions
of the type. A theological study by Witsius (also ‘Wits’, 1636-1708) of sacred language, ancient symbolism,
the Lost Tribes of Israel, metempsychosis, the mysteries of chronology, which is according to Thomas
Hartwell Horne “ The first…to fully refute the hypothesis that Hebrew institutions were of Egyptian origin.”
Witsius is still in print and read in some circles, his major works have been translated into a number of
languages though not this work which seems to be ignored. Ibrahim-Hilmy II, Literature of Egypt p.339.
This title not in Alger’s Doctrine of a Future Life. $360.00
254.
Yve-Plessis, Robert. - ESSAI D’UNE BIBLIOGRAPHIE FRANCAISE METHODIQUE &
RAISONNE DE LA SORCELLERIE ET DE LA POSSESSION DEMONIAQUE. De Graaf 1971 (1900),
cloth, 14+255pp, including separate name and title indexes, mint copy. The standard bibliography of French
works relating to witchcraft, demonism, possession, black magic and sorcery. 1,793 works described, many
with annotations. No copies online. $160.00

Important Auction Catalog
255.
Zisska & Kistner. - ALCHEMY AND THE OCCULT. NATURAL SCIENCES.
TECHNOLOGY. Auction Catalogue. November 6-7th, 1998, Munich: Zisska & Kistner Kunstauktionshaus,
quarto wraps, 263pp, 41 pages of plates on coated stock, vf, with prices realized laid in. The greatest modern
auction sale of rare Hermetic books & manuscripts bar none. Text in English. 2028 titles fully described with
many useful and often unique annotations, full bibliographic citations for most books, about half on
Hermetic philosophy with the vast majority printed before 1800. It was this sale that I attended and wrote
about in catalogue 46 and my forthcoming memoir. Bargain price. $25.00
u
POSTSCRIPTUM
Wayne Shumaker in his classic The Occult Sciences in the Renaissance wrote: “With regard to Hermes
Trismegistus, the student’s most troublesome problem is resisting the lure of by-ways: into Orphism,
Neoplatonism generally, the Rosicrucian movement, Freemasonry, Swedenborgianism, Gnosticism,
Egyptian history and religion, the Cambridge Platonists, and much else, in short occulta of every conceivable
kind.” This is always my problem when choosing books for a specialized catalog on alchemy and the occult.
So much stems from ancient Egypt but once you start to connect the dots they will lead you to almost
everything! For this catalog I have excluded most, but not all, Greek and Neoplatonic writings, practical and
popular books, mysticism, sacred art, symbolism, psychical research, Spiritualism, tribal ritual, occult
medicine, general works on spiritual philosophy, esoteric writers like Guenon, occult fiction and all Asian
subjects. This might be my last catalog for some time, so little interest now, but I hope to eventually catalog
these other subjects and reach final apotheosis with catalog 100.
I’m in the process of building two new websites, and I have about 100 photographs and scans posted	
  at	
  
toddpratum.tumblr.com. Thanks for reading!

Collin, Theory of Celestial Influence

